Department of Energy
Carlsbad Area Office
P. 0 . Box 3090
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221

July ~1,

2000

Mr. Steve Zappe, WIPP Project Leader
Hazardous Waste Permits Program
Hazardous and Radioactive Materials Bureau
New Mexico Environment Department
P. 0. Box 26110
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
SUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR CLASS 1 PERMIT MODIFICATIONS TO AMEND DATA
MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Dear Mr. Zappe:
The purpose of this letter is to submit a Class 1 Permit Modification request to amend data
management and reporting requirements in the Department of Energy's (DOE) Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Hazardous Waste Facility Permit (HWFP). This Class 1 request has the sole
purpose of clarifying the requirements of the Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) and eliminates
inconsistencies and redundant information generator/storage sites must obtain, review and
validate to report to the Permittee. The changes will enhance the reporting proce'ss flow and
ensure required data are consistently reported.
\

As the HWFP affects a large number of generator/storage sites throughout the DOE Complex,
the implementation of this data management and reporting modification may be incorporated by
the generator/storage sites in a phased approach. The generator/storage sites may continue to
follow the data management and reporting requirements defined by the HWFP issued on October
29, 1999 and modified through June 21, 2000 up until November 1, 2000. All generator/storage
sites will implement the data management and data reporting requirements delineated by this
modification no later than November 1, 2000.
I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel
properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted is, to the best ofmy knowledge and belief, true, accurate,
and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information,
including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.
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2000

Please contact Mr. Jody Plum, of my staff at (505) 234-7462 should you have any questions
regarding this permit modification notice.
Sincerely,

I
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't-=Tria::::::I
Carlsbad Area Office
Enclosure
cc w/enclosure:
J. Bearzi, NMED
J. Kieling, NMED
C. Walker, Techlaw

CAO:ORC:JP 00-1009
UFC 5486

~ s t ~ e n :Manager
Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division

Notice of RCRA Class 1 Permit Modification
in Accordance with 20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR Part 270)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Carlsbad, New Mexico

July 21, 2000

Notice of RCRA Class 1 Permit Modification
in Accordance with 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR Part 270)
Consistent with requirements of 20.4.1.900 New Mexico Administrative Code
(NMAC) (Hereafter referred to as Part 270 or Section 270.XX) the U. S.
Department of Energy, Carlsbad Area Office is submitting to the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED) notice of a Class 1 modification to the
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit (NM4890139088-TSDF) for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Specifically, this information is provided to comply
with the requirements of Section 270.42(a)(1 ).
The modification is listed in Table 1. Listed information includes a reference to
the applicable section of the permit, a brief description of the item, and the class
of the item, as identified in Appendix I to Section 270.42. The relevant permit
modification category, as identified in Appendix I, is provided as well. A more
complete description of the Class 1 modification is provided in Attachment A.
The identified changes do not substantially alter the permit conditions or reduce
the capacity of the facility to protect human health or the environment and the
modified permit is no less stringent than the current permit.

Table 1. Class 1 Hazardous Waste Facility Permit Modification
No.

1

Affected Permit
Section

a. 8
b. 81
C. 83
d. 84
e. 86

Item

Revise Permit
attachment text
that establishes
reporting
requirements to
eliminate
inconsistencies
and reporting
overlap, and to
clarify
requirements.

Category

Attachment 1
Page#

A.1

A-1

Item 1
Description:
This modification of the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit (HWFP) clarifies the
data management and reporting requirements of the Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) and
eliminates inconsistencies and redundant reporting .

Basis:
To comply with the Permit requirements, data review, validation and verification is to
occur at three levels: 1) the data generation level; 2) the project level; 3) and the
Permittee level. The reporting of information at each of these levels must be accurate
and consistent. The changes made with this modification will ensure that data
management and reporting requirements, as well as the elements of each report, are
clear to those responsible for implementing Permit requirements. The changes clarify
the reports required , the contents of the reports, and who is responsible for generating
and submitting them. Since the Permit affects a large number of generator/storage
sites, the implementation of this data management and reporting modification may be
incorporated by the generator/storage sites in a phased approach. The
generator/storage sites may continue to follow the data management and reporting
requirements defined by the HWFP issued on October 27, 1999 and modified through
June 21, 2000 until November 1, 2000. All generator/storage sites will implement the
data management and data reporting requirements delineated by this modification no
later than November 1, 2000.
The changes made by this modification include:
1.

Retaining raw data at the analytical facility or in the site project files; submitting it
only when requested by the site project office or the Permittees. Optionally, sites
may submit these data if they desire. This means that raw data is not
necessarily submitted with the Batch Data Reports;

2.

Defining the Characterization Information Summary as the required Waste
Stream Profile Form summary report and eliminating references to similar
reports with other titles throughout the Waste Analysis Plan;

3.

Consolidating reporting requirements that are repeated throughout the Permit;

4.

Removing detailed discussions on report elements and data review, validation,
and verification requirements from Attachment B, and relocating them to the
appropriate Section of Attachment B3 which contains specific detail; and

5.

Providing, consistent with the Permit, the minimum reporting elements for Batch
Data Reports, Waste Stream Profile Form and its summary report called the
Characterization Information Summary, and Waste Characterization Data
Package (if requested by the Permittees).

Attachment B3 has been revised to clearly identify: 1) the reports required at each
reporting level; 2) a list of the information required in each report; and 3) the
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organizations or individuals responsible for generating, reviewing, validating and
verifying the appropriate data and/or reports. These changes are administrative in that
they rearrange portions of the Permit and establish titles and contents for reports to
assure that the Permit is internally consistent and that the requirements are
understandable. Because of this, these changes are Class 1 modifications under
Section A.1 of Appendix I in 20.4.1.900 NMAC (incorporating 40 CFR 270.42).

Discussion:
The Permit currently describes reporting requirements in Attachments B and B3. It is
critical that generator/storage sites report data to the Permittees accurately and
consistently to demonstrate compliance with Permit requirements. The current text could
benefit from clarification to facil itate implementation. For example: Attachments Band
B3 contain slightly different report titles for the same report; require review of a report at
the data generation level that is not compiled until project level review; define reports
inconsistently; and define elements of reports inconsistently across attachments and
sections within an attachment. To ensure that reporting requirements are not confusing
to those responsible for implementing and auditing the implementation of Permit
requirements, Attachments B, B1, B3, B4, and BS have been changed . The changes
clarify the reports that are requ ired, information required in each report, and
responsibilities for compiling and reviewing each report. Some descriptive text has been
moved to reflect the actual sequence of reporting events.
The changes do not reduce or eliminate any data that the generator/storage site must
obtain, review and validate, or report to the Permittees. The changes will enhance the
reporting process flow and ensure required data are consistently reported.
The following discussion provides a list of administrative and editorial changes made in
this modification. Table 1 provides a more detailed list of changes and the justification
for each change. Table 2 provides a summary of the required reports and their
contents. Both Tables 1 and 2 are included in Attachment B of this modification.
1.

Subsection numbering has been added throughout Sections B3-10, B3-11, and
B3-12 to provide consistency with the rest of the Permit.

2.

The following reporting requirements have been changed or consolidated into
four specific reports:
a.

Submission of Analytical Raw Data with Batch Data Reports
Analytical raw data no longer must automatically be included with Batch
Data Reports sent to the site project office. Sites are given the option of
retaining the analytical raw data at the analytical facility or the site project
files and submitting it only when requested. Alternatively, sites may elect
to attach the analytical raw data to the Batch Data Reports. The volume
of printed material generated by analytical software is useful only at the
data generation level and to qualified reviewers. In addition, limiting the
Batch Data Reports to include only the required information will eliminate
the need for both voluminous copying at the data generation level and
excessive storage space at the site project office. Sites retain the option
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to submit analytical raw data if they choose to do so.
b.

Data Summary Report (Container Report)
Previously, the description of the data summary report in Section 83-10
was a report containing all testing and analytical results, as well as all
associated field and laboratory QC sample results for each container.
The volume of paperwork that is generated by this requirement is not
necessary to ensure that the data meet all the requirements of the WAP.
All testing, sampling, and analytical results are contained in the Batch
Data Reports. Any container that has waste outside the criteria is
rejected . The need to generate a container report has been replaced
with the requirement to maintain a cross reference of container
identification numbers to each Batch Data Report. Therefore, the data
summary report was functionally combined with the Batch Data Reports.
The associated description of data summary report in Section 83-10 was
replaced with the description of the Characterization Information
Summary and cross reference table in Section 83-12b(1).

c.

Data Summary Package & Waste Stream Characterization Summary
Package
The requirement from Section B-4a(5) and Section 83-10 for reviewing
the "data summary package and waste stream characterization summary
package" as part of data validation and verification at the data generation
level is moved from the data generation level to the project level because
the reports are generated at the site project level, and therefore, not
reviewed at the data generation level. These two reports have been
renamed Characterization Information Summary and Waste Stream
Characterization Package. Project level reporting requirements in
Section 83-12 were also modified to list the elements of the
Characterization Information Summary and Waste Stream
Characterization Package (described in the next section of this
document). This revision does not eliminate any substantial requirement.
The requirement from Section 83-10 for validating and verifying the "data
summary package and waste stream characterization package" at the
project level was revised to refer to Batch Data Reports because the
specific batch information required to be validated and verified at the
project level is contained in Batch Data Reports.

d.

Retaining Samples Until After Completion of Project Level Review
Additional text is added to Section 83-10b(3) that allows the Site Project
Manager to decide when a sample no longer needs to be retained . This
change allows the Site Project Manager to free up storage space and
equipment at the risk of needing to resample should the sample be
determined unusable during validation and verification . Sites spend
substantial time and money storing old samples. Only the Site Project
Manager has sufficient information to know when old samples should be
discarded. This change gives sites slightly more flexibility. This change
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also removes an inconsistency in Attachment B1-4 which is unclear to
when and how samples are relinquished .
3.

The following inconsistencies have been addressed:
a.
Multiple Titles for the Same Report
The WAP is not always clear as to what data must be reported at each
level. One example is the use of multiple titles for the same report (e.g.,
data summary report, waste stream characterization summary report,
waste stream characterization summary package, waste stream
characterization summary report package, waste stream characterization
summary package report). Previously, the WAP included five different
titles to the same report. This revision changes the multiple titles to one
consistent title -- Characterization Information Summary. This revision
eliminates the confusion and possible redundant reporting caused by the
inconsistency. The specific elements of the Characterization Information
Summary are clearly identified in Section B3-12b(1). Other examples of
inconsistencies in report titles are shown in Table 2. Table 2 also reflects
the previous report title, the current report title, and the level at which the
report is generated.
b.

4.

Multiple Terms for the Different Levels of Review, Validation, and
Verification
Previously, Attachment B referred to the various levels of data review,
validation and verification as either Levels 1, 2, 3 or Levels I, II, Ill.
Attachment B3 referred to the same levels of data review as "data
generation level," "project level," and "Permittee Level." Accordingly, all
references to Levels 1, 2, 3 and Levels I, JI, Ill are changed to "data
generation level", "project level", and "Permittee level" respectively. In
addition, any references to the "WIPP facility level" is changed to
"Permittee level".

The following figures, tables, and reporting elements were added for illustration
and clarification:

a.

Batch Data Report Elements
The minimum information requirements for Batch Data Reports (testing,
sampling, and analytical) were added to Section B3-10 and Tables.

b.

Reporting Flag Table
The text from Section B3-10a(1) for reporting flags was moved to a new
table (Table B-11 ).

A Table is provided in Attachment B which contains a complete list of the major changes
(by Section), the justification for each change, and a cross-reference to the page
number in Attachment A where the red line/strikeout is found.

Revised Permit Text:
a. 1. Attachment B Table of Contents
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B-4 Data Verification and Quality Assurance
B-4a Levels O"e a"d Too ¥erifieatio" : Data GMeratorCcneration and Ge"erator}Storage Site
Project Level Verification Requirements
B-4b Permittee Level Three: w+PPWaste Screening and Verification of TRU Mixed Waste

a. 2. Attachment B List of Figures
Levels of Dete Verifieetion

a. 3. Attachment B Introduction
Once the required waste characterization is complete, the generator/storage site will complete a
Waste Stream Profile Form to document the results of their characterization activities
(seeSection B-1d). The dete summer, reports, ·,.este streem ehereeteri~etion summery
report(s) . endWaste Stream Profile Forms and the Characterization Information Summary for the
waste stream resulting from waste characterization activities shall be transmitted to the
Permittees, reviewed for completeness, and screened for acceptance prior to loading any TRU
mixed waste into the Transuranic Package Transporter (TRUPACT-11) at the generator facility,
as described in Section 8-4. Only TRU mixed waste and TRU waste that has been characterized
in accordance with this WAP and that meets the Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facility
Waste Acceptance Criteria (TSDF-WAC) specified in this Permit will be accepted at the WIPP
facility for disposal in a permitted Underground Hazardous Waste Disposal Unit (HWDU).
In the event the Permittees request detailed information on a waste stream, the site will provide
a Waste Stream Characterization Package (Section B3-12b(2)). For each waste stream, this
package may include the Waste Stream Profile Form, the AK summary, Batch Data Reports and
analytical raw data associated with waste container characterization as requested by the
Permittee.

a. 4. Attachment B-1c
Before accepting a container holding TRU mixed waste, the Permittees will ensure, through
audit and as part of its Level Ill enelysistheir Permittee-level data reviews (Section 83-1 0c), that
generator/storage sites examine the radiography or visual examination data records (fefer
toSection B-4b) to verify that the container holds no unvented compressed gas containers and
that residual liquid does not exceed 1 percent volume in any payload container. If discrepancies
or inconsistencies are detected during the data form-review, the generator/storage site will
review the radiography video tape or visual examination tape to verify that the observed physical
form of the waste is consistent with the waste stream description provided by the generator and
to ensure that no prohibited items are present in the waste. Radiography tapes will be selected
randomly from at least one percent of containers received at WIPP and will be reviewed and
compared to radiographic data forms. All personnel who review radiography video tapes will be
trained to the same standard as radiography operators. Section 8-4 includes a description of the
waste verification process that the Permittees will conduct prior to receiving a shipment at the
WIPP facility.
Containers are vented through individual carbon composite particulate filters or filters with
equivalent VOC dispersion characteristics, allowing any gases that are generated by radiolytic
and microbial processes within a waste container to escape, thereby preventing over
pressurization or development of conditions within the container that would lead to the
development of ignitable, corrosive, reactive , or other characteristic wastes.
To ensure the integrity of the WIPP facility , waste streams identified to contain incompatible
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materials or materials incompatible with waste containers cannot be shipped to WIPP unless
they are treated to remove the incompatibility. Only those waste streams that are compatible or
have been treated to remove incompatibilities will be shipped to WIPP .
TSDF 1A1AC he't'e been de•teloped to lil'T'lit theThe VOC concentrations in the headspace of
waste containers have been limited to those which , when averaged on a room basis, will ensure
compliance with the performance standards. These limits are presented in Table B-2 as
maximum allowable VOC room-averaged headspace concentration limits. There are no
maximum allowable headspace gas concentration limits for individual containers, as some
containers can exceed these values as long as container headspace averages in a disposal
room do not.

a. 5. Attachment B-1d
Every waste stream shipped to WIPP shall be eccompenied preceded by a Waste Stream
Profile Form (WSPF) (Figure B-1 ). The required WSPF information and the Characterization
Information Summary elements are found in Section B3-12b(1)., containing the folloning
information:
The generetorfstorege site's nel'T'le

Original generator of waste streel'T'I
A description of the waste streel'T'I
The dete of TSDF 1.o/AC certification by the Perl'T'littees end the certification docul'T'lent
title end dete
The Waste Streel'T'I WIPP Identification Nul'T'lber
The designated SUl'T'll'T'l8fY Category Group
A listing of eccepteble knowledge docul'T'lentetion used to identify the waste streel'T'I
The 't't'este chereeteri~etion procedures used end the reference end dete of the
procedure
The dete supporting the cherecterimtion
The EPA hemrdous 'tYeste codes
Waste Streel'T'I Profile Forl'T'I Certification stetel'T'lent signed by the generetorfstorege site
'tYeste project l'T'leneger
Generator/storage sites will provide the ~
Waste Stream Profile Form to the Permittees for
each waste stream prior to its acceptance for disposal at WIPP. The Waste Stream Profile Form
~
and the Characterization Information Summary will be transmitted to the Permittees for
each waste stream from a generator/storage site. If continued waste characterization reveals
discrepancies that identify different hazardous waste codes or indicates that the waste belongs
to a different waste stream, the waste will be redefined to a separate waste stream and a new
Waste Stream Profile Form submitted.
The Permittees are responsible for the review of Waste Stream Profile Forms (see-Section B-4b
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end Figure B 1B3-12b(1)) and date reeordsCharacterization Information Summaries to verify
compliance with the restrictions on TRU mixed wastes for WIPP disposal. The Permittees will
submit completed Waste Stream Profile Forms to NMED prior to waste stream shipment ttnder
the TSDF \¥AC . The Permittees will also be responsible for the review of shipping records
(seeSection B-4b) to verify that each waste container has been prepared and characterized in
accordance with applicable provisions of this WAP. Waste characterization data shall confirm
the absence of prohibited items specified in Section B-1 c.
As stated in the introduction to Attachment B, any time the Permittees request additional
information concerning a waste stream, the generator/storage site will provide a Waste Stream
Characterization Package (Section B3-12b(2)). The option for the Permittees to request
additional information ensures that the waste being offered for disposal is adequately
characterized and accurately described on the Waste Stream Profile Form.

a. 6. Attachment B-3
TRU mixed waste may be characterized in lots (Section B-1a) and/or batches. A sampling batch
can be up to 20 samples (excluding field QC samples), all of which shall be collected within 14
days of the first sample in the batch . An anaJytical batch can be up to 20 samples (excluding
laboratory QC samples), all of which shall be received by the laboratory within 14 days of the
validated time of sample receipt of the first sample in the batch . For on-line integrated
headspace gas sampling/analytical systems, samples will be collected and analyzed within a 12hour period using the same on-line integrated sampling/analysis system. Refer to Permit
Attachment 83 for additional clarification regarding the expected contents of Batch Data
Reports. date reports end date peekeges specified in this Permit Atteehment.

a. 7. Attachment B-4
The Permittees and the generator/storage sites sending TRU mixed to the WIPP for disposal will
assure that waste characterization meets WAP requirements through data validation, usability
and reporting controls. Verification steps will be tl!lkenoccurs at three levels: 1) the data
generation level, 2) the generetoflstorege site project level , and 3) the 'l,'IPP fl!leility le'f·el. These
le't'els erePermittee level. shown in Figure
end the The validation and verification process
and requ irements at each level is described in Permit AtteehmentCection 83-10.

••

a. 8. Attachment B-4a
B-4a Le't'els One end T't't'O Verification: Data GeneretorGeneration and Generetol'IStorege Site
Project Level Verification Requirements

a. 9. Attachment B-4a(4)
Batch Data Reports, in a format pre-approved by the Permittees, will be used by each
generator/storage site for reporting waste characterization data. This formformat will be included
in the generator/storage site QAPjP, controlled electronic databases, or procedures referenced
in the QAPjP (Permit Attachment 85) and will include all of the elements required by this WAP
for Batch Data Reports (Permit Attachment 83). The generetoflstorege site shell prepare beteh
date reports to meet the requirements of QAF'jPs. The Permittees will ensure that ell
generetoflstorege site QAF'jPs meet the requirements presented in Permit Attl!lehment 85 end
ere re't'iewed end eppro't'ed by the Permittees.
The Permittees shall perform audits of the generator/storage site waste characterization
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programs, as implemented by the generator/storage site QAPjP, to verify compliance with the
WAP, end ti-let ger,ereter,1sterege site semplir,g , dete cellectier, , dete 'o'elidetier, , er,d repertir,g
prectices, es implemented by the ger,ereterfsterege site QAPjPs, and the will meet DQOs in this
WAP (Permittees' Audit er,d Surveiller,ce Pregrem, See Permit Attachment 86 for a discussion
of the content of the audit program). The primary functions of these audits are to review
er,elytieel betel, dete reports er,d semplir,g end testing betel-I dete reports prepered by the
generator/storage sites ti-let demer,strete adherence to the requirements of this WAP and assure
adherence to the WAP characterization program (refer te Permit Attecl'lmer,t 83 10 for repert
cer,ter,ts). These eudits ensure ti-let implemer,tetier, ef the QAPjPs meet ell epplieeble
requirements ef this WAP. Sectier, 8 er,d Permit Attecl'lmer,t 86 pro'o'ide edditier,el ir,formetier,
er, the eudits ef the ger,ereterfsterege sites performed by the Permittees. The Permittees shall
provide the results of each audit to NMED. If audit results indicate that a generator/storage site
is not in compliance with the requirements of this WAP, the Permittees will take appropriate
action es specified ir,(Permit Attachment 86).

•

The Permittees shall further require all analytical laboratories analyzing WIPP waste
characterization samples for the generator/storage sites to have established , documented
QA/QC programs. The Permittees annually evaluate these laboratories and their QA/QC
programs as part of their participation in the Permittees' Performance Demonstration Program
(PDP) laboratory performance program. The Permittees' audits cover the requirements of the
lab's QA/QC program, as well as compliance with this WAP. Continued compliance with these
parameters will be verified by ongoing audits by the Permittees at the generator/storage sites es
specified ir,(Permit Attachment 86). The Permittees' audits of the generator/storage sites will
verify that the laboratories analyzing waste have been properly audited by the generator/storage
sites. The laboratory's QA/QC program shall include the following :
•

Facility organization

•

A list of equipment/instrumentation

•

Operating procedures

•

Laboratory QA/QC procedures

•

Quality assurance review

•

Laboratory records management

a. 10. Attachment B-4a(5)
Batch Data Reports will document the testing, sampling, and analytical results from the required
characterization er,elyses, eenteir, the el'lereeteri:tetier, dete activities , and include
document8tion of required QA/QC activities esseeieted 'ffitl'I the semplir,g er,d er,el~sis. Data
validation and verification at both the data generation level and the ger,ereterfsterege site
project level will be performed as required by this Permit before the required data are
transmitted to the Permittees (Permit Attachment 83). discusses the dete velidetier, precess ir,
mere deteil. NMED may request, through the Permittees, copies of any Batch er summery Data
Report, ir,eludir,g and/or raw data validated by the generator/storage sites, to check the
Permittees' audit of the validation and verification process.
The first le'o'el ef dete 'o'erifieetier, by the ger,ereterfsterege site will eer,firm ti-let the .. este
el'lereeterimtier, dete ere properly reported for the cl'lereeteri:ted TRU mixed weste eer,teir,ers
ti-let will be shipped te the WIPP. Dete re'o'iew, 'o'81idetier, , er,d 'o'erifieetier, procedures used by
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the genereteri1sterege sites ere required te ensure thet 100 pereent ef the dete reported hes
reeei•,ed en independent teehnieel review5 to assuFe tt:lat data geAemtioA aAd mduotioA wem
eendueted in e teehnieelly eerreet menner, eeleuletiens heve been •11·erified eerreet, end ell
'feriences frem eeeepted enelytieel methods (epprepriete te the weste type being enely2!ed) heve
been decumented end eppre•,ed . 8eteh dete reports 'tt'ill be re'tiewed by genereterlsterege sites
fer eempleteness te verify thet they include field sampling reeerds, rew enelytieel dete,
eelculetien records, COC doeumentetien, eelibretien reeerds , QA semple results, end thet
semple holding times end preseNetien methods were met er exeeptiens deeumented.
Completed beteh dete reports shell be signed by the technicel supeNiser end e QA reviewer. At
the Project level ef verifieetien (Level 2), 100 pereent ef the dete summery peekeges end .. este
streem eherecterimtien summery peekege reports ere subject te re•,ie..,, te ensure thet dete
usability end DQO criterie ere met, thet ell required re'll·ie•us h8'll'e been performed end
documented, thet revie .. cheeklists ere eemplete, end thet ell dete ere eerreetly reported (refer
te Permit Attechment 83). At the seeend level ef 11erifieetien the GenereterlSterege Site Prejeet
Meneger end the GeneretorlStorege Site Dete QA Officer will else ensure thet e repeet ef this
revie,, is performed fer et leest ene rendemly ehesen eenteiner querterl-y . Finell-y , if e 8eteh Dete
Report is requested by the Permittees, e check fer the required 8eteh Dete Repert elements will
be performed by the Permittees es the third level ef •,erifieetien te essure thet 8eteh Dete
Reports ere eemplete. Figure 8 she .. s the eempenents ef eeeh level ef dete 'ferifieetien . Dete
verifieetien end requirements ere diseussed in mere deteil in Permit Attechment 83.

•

a. _11 . Attachment B-4a(6)
Batch Data Reports will include the information required by Permit Attachment 83-10 and will be
transmitted by hard copy andfor electronically (provided a hard copy is available on demand)
from the data generation level to the genereterlsterege site TRU mixed .. este ehereeteri2!etien
project level. Transmitted dete 't'till include testing , sampling, end enelytieel beteh dete reports
end dete re•,ie'tt eheeklists. The Permittees will ensure thet testing , sampling , end enelytieel
beteh dete ere reported fer eech weste eenteiner end ere else input electrenieelly inte the WIPP
Weste lnfermetien System (VMIS). Dete will be entered inte the \ 11/WIS in the exeet fermet
required by the detebese (see Section 8 b fer \!lt"NIS dete requirements end Appendix €13 ef
the 'NIPP RCRA Pert 8 Permit Applieetien (DOE, 1997) fer the W 1AIIS dete dictienery).
Summeri2:ed chereeteri2:etien infermetien will else be reported en e weste streem besis end
transmitted by herd cepy er electrenieelly te the Permittees. I lerd eepy er electrenie 'tveste
streem eherecterimtien summery peekeges Hill inelude genereterlsterege site neme, progrem
identifieetien, ..,,este eenteiner numbers, release signatures frem the genereterlsterege Site
Prejeet Meneger end GenereterlSterege Site Prejeet QA Offieer, end e eeneise nerretive
summeri2!ing the results ef the generetorlsterege site project le•,el review. Permit Attechment 83
provides the fermet requirements for generetorlsterege site herd copy endlor electrenic dete
reports. The repert will briefly describe eny problems er ether ebseR>etiens (e.g.,
neneenfermenee reports) .

•

Once a waste stream is fully characterized , the genereterlsterege Site Project Manager will also
submit to the Permittees a Waste Stream Profile Form (Figure B-1) accompanied by the s
summery of Characterization Information Summary for that waste stream infermetien which
includes 8t'td-reconciliation with DQOs (Permit AttechmentSection B3-12b(1 )). ~ The Waste
Stream Profile Form will be used as the basis for acceptance of waste characterization
information on TRU mixed wastes to be disposed of at the WIPP.
The generator/storage site will transmit waste container information electronically via the WIPP
Waste Information System (WWIS). Data will be entered into the WWIS in the exact format
required by the database. See-Refer to Section B-4b for WWIS reporting requirements and
Appendix €13 ef the WIPP RCRA Pert 8 Permit Applieetien (DOE, 1997) the WIPP Waste
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Information System User's Manual for Use by Shippers/Generators (DOE, 1997) for the WWIS
data dietior,8ry fields and format requirements.

a. 12. Attachment B-4a(7)
Records related to waste characterization s8rnplil"lg 81"1d 81"18lysis activities at the
generator/storage sites will be maintained in the testing, sampling, or analytical facility files or
generator/storage site project files for those f8eilities loeeted 8t gel"ler8torfstor8ge sites. Contract
laboratories will forward testing, sampling , and analytical QA doeurnel"lt8tiol"lrecords along with
Batch Data Reports, to the generator/storage site project office for inclusion in the
generator/storage site's eentrefproject files . Raw data obtained by testing , sampling , and
analyzing TRU mixed waste in support of this WAP will be identifiable, legible, and provide
documentary evidence of quality.
Records inventory and disposition schedule (RIDS) or an equivalent system shall be prepared
and approved by generator/storage site personnel. All records relevant to an enforcement action
under this Permit, regardless of disposition, shall be maintained at the generator/storage site
until NMED determines they are no longer needed for enforcement action , and then
dispositioned as specified in the approved RIDS. All waste characterization data and related
QA/QC records in the generator/storage site project files for TRU mixed waste to be shipped to
the WIPP facility are designated as either Lifetime Records or Non-Permanent Records.
Records that are designated as Lifetime Records shall be maintained for the life of the waste
characterization program at a participating generator/storage site plus six years, then offered to
the Permittees for permanent archival of information of these records in the appropriate form , or
transferred to the appropriate Federal Records Center (FRC). Waste characterization records
designated as Non-Permanent Records shall be maintained for ten years from the date of
(record) generation and then dispositioned according to their approved RIDS . If a
generator/storage site ceases to operate, all records shall be transferred before closeout. Table
8-7 provides a listing of records designated as Lifetime Records and Non-Permanent Records.
At Le't'el lllthe Permittee level , all waste characterization data for each TRU mixed waste
container transmitted to WIPP shall be maintained by the Permittees for the active life of the
WIPP facility plus two years. The active life of the WIPP facility is defined as the period from the
initial receipt of TRU mixed waste at the facility until NMED receives certification of final closure
of the facility. After their active life, the records shall be retired to the FRC and maintained for 30
years. These records will then be offered to the National Archives. However, this disposition
requirement does not preclude the inclusion of these records in the permanent marker system or
other requirements for institutional control.

a. 13. Attachment B-4b
B-4b Permittee Level Three: wtPP-Waste Screening and Verification of TRU Mixed Waste
WfPPWwaste screening is the third le't'el of d8t8 ,,1erifieetiol"I 81"1d is a two-phased process.
Phase I will occur prior to transporting the TRU mixed waste to the WIPP facility. Phase II will
occur after the TRU mixed waste shipment arrives but before it is emplaced. Figure 8-5 presents
the waste shipment screening process.

a. 14. Attachment B-4b(1)
The first phase of the waste screening and verification process will occur before TRU mixed
waste is shipped to the WIPP facility. Before the Permittees beginsbegin the process of
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accepting TRU mixed waste from a generator/storage site, an initial audit of that
generator/storage site will be conducted as part of the Permittees' Audit and Surveillance
Program (Permit Attachment 86). The RCRA portion of the generator/storage site audit program
will provide on-site verification of characterization procedures; Batch Ddata Rteport preparation ;
and recordkeeping to ensure that all applicable provisions of the WAP requirements are met.
Another portion of the Phase I verification is the waste stream eharaeterization summa,-, report
paekage eompleteness>'aeeuf8ey re vie .. and aeeeptanee by the Permittees as part of the Waste
Stream Profile Form approval process. At the WIPP facility, this sereenir,g process includes
verification that all of the required elements of a Waste Stream eharaeterimtion summa,-,
paekage Profile Form are present and that the summarized waste characterization date
information meet acceptance criteria required for compliance with the WAP (Permit Attaehment
Section B3-12b(1 )).
Once a generator/storage site has prepared a QAPjP, which includes applicable WAP
requirements, it is submitted to the Permittees for review and approval (see-Permit Attachment
85). Once approved, a copy of the QAPjP is provided to NMED for examination , as specified ir,
Permit Attachment BS. The generator/storage site will implement the specific parameters of the
QAPjP once after it is approved . The initial generator/storage site RCRA audit will be performed
at some point after this implementation has taken place, but prior to management, stof8ge, or
disposalshipment of TRU mixed waste from that generator/storage site 8tto WIPP. Additional
audits, focusing on the results of waste characterization , will be performed at least annually. The
Permittees have the right to conduct unannounced audits and to examine any records that are
related to the scope of the audit. More detail about this audit program is provided later in this
seetion and ir, Permit Attachment B6.
When the required waste stream characterization data have been collected by a
generator/storage site and the initial generator/storage site audit has been successfully
completed , the generator/storage Site Project Manager ear, verify that waste stream
ehaf8eterimtior, meets the applicable WAP requirements as a part of the Level 2 data
verification (Permit Attachment B3). If the .. aste eharaeterization does not meet the applicable
requirements of the WAP, the mixed waste stream ear,r,ot be managed , stored , or disposed at
WIPP until those requirements are met. The genef8tor will then complete a WSPF Waste
Stream Profile Form and submit it to the Permittees, along with the accompanying
Characterization Information Summary waste eharaeterimtion doeumentatior, for that waste
stream (Section 83-12b(1 )) . All data necessary to check to the accuracy of the WSPF Waste
Stream Profile Form (data summa,-, reports used to eompile the form and the 't't'aste stream
summary report) will be transmitted to the Permittees with the Waste Stream Profile Form for
verification by the Permittees. This provides notification that the generator/storage site considers
that the waste stream (identified by the waste stream identification number) has been
adequately characterized for disposal prior to shipment to WIPP. The Permittees will compare
headspace gas, radiographic, visual examination and solid sampling/analysis data obtained
subsequent to submittal and approval of the WSPF (and prior to waste shipment) Waste Stream
Profile Form with characterization information presented on this form . If the Permittee
determines (through the data comparison) that the characterization information is adequate, the
WSPF will be approved. Prior to the first shipment of containers from the approved waste
stream, the approved Waste Stream Profile Form and accompanying Characterization
Information Summary will be provided to NMED. If the data comparison indicates that analyzed
containers have hazardous wastes not present on the Waste Stream Profile Form , or a different
Waste Matrix Code applies, the Waste Stream Profile Form is in error and shall be resubmitted .
Ongoing Waste Stream Profile Form examination is discussed in detail in Section B-4b(1 )(ii).
this comparison indicates that analyzed eor,tainers have hamrdous \wastes not present or, the
Waste Stream Profile Form, or a different Waste Matrix Code applies, the V'laste Stream Profile
Form is ir, error and shell be resubmitted. Refer to Seetior, B~b(1 )(ii) for detail regarding
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or,goir,g Waste Stream Profile Form examir,atior,.
The Waste Stream Profile Form is provided as Figure B 1. It ir,eludes ir,formatior, or, the
ger,eratol'lstorage site name ar,d EPA identifieatior, r,umber, the technical eor,taet for information
or, that vt1aste stream, the WIPP ID, Summary Category Group, listir,g of acceptable kr,owledge
doeumer,tation used, and waste eharaeteriz:ation batch data report ider,tifieatior, r,umbers
associated with that waste stream. The form also requires the date of TSDF WAC eertifieatior,
for that 1·t1aste stream, procedures used for eharaeteriz:atiol'I, ar,d EPA I laz:ardous 1.Yaste Code
desigr,atior,s. Upor, the Permittees' approval of the TRU mixed 1vaste stream for disposal , the
generator may begir, shippir,g waste eor,tair,ers from that waste stream. The approved Waste
Stream Profile Form will be provided to NMED prior to TRU mixed t'faste mar,agemer,t, storage,
or disposal at WIPP.

As part of the waste eharaeteriz:atior, data submittal , For subsequent shipments, the
generator/storage site will also transmit the data on a container basis via the WWIS prior to
shipment of that container. This data submittal can occur at any time as the data are being
collected, but will be complete for each container prior to TRU mixed •'t'aste shipment of that
container. The WWISs-ystem will conduct internal edit/limit checks based on the approved
WSPF. as the data are er,tered, ar,d the data will be available to the Permittees for revie't't' as
supporting ir,formation for Waste Stream Profile Form review. NMED will have read-only
access to the WWIS as necessary to determine compliance with the WAP. The Permittees will
compare ongoing sampling/analysis characterization data obtained and submitted via the WWIS
to the approved WSPF. If this comparison shows that containers have hazardous wastes not
reported on the Waste Stream Profile Form, or a different Waste Matrix Code applies, the data
are rejected and the waste containers are not accepted for shipment. The ir,itial Waste Stream
Profile Form cheek performed bey the Permittees will ir,elude 'lt'\\IIS data ar,d data summary
reports for all sampling, testing, ar,d ar,alytieal data . Subsequent cheeks follO't't'ing initiation of
waste shipmer,t shall be performed, eomparir,g WWIS trar,smitted data ar,d the Waste Stream
Profile Form .
If discrepancies arise as a result of the Phase I review, the generator/storage sites will be
contacted by the Permittees and required to provide the necessary additional information to
resolve-the discrepancy before that waste stream is approved for disposal at the WIPP facility. If
the discrepancy is not resolved , the waste stream will not be approved for disposal. The
Permittees will notify NMED in writing of any discrepancies identified during WSPF Waste
Stream Profile Form review and the resulting discrepancy resolution prior to waste
disposalshipment. The Permittees will not manage, store, or dispose the waste stream until this
discrepancy is resolved in accordance with this WAP.

a. 15. Attachment B-4b(1 )(i)
All generator/storage sites planning to ship TRU mixed waste to WIPP will supply the required
data to the WWIS. The Permittees will use the WWIS to verify that all of the supplied data meet
the applicable edit and limit checks prior to the shipment of any TRU mixed waste to WIPP . The
WWIS automatically will notify the generator/storage site if any of the supplied data fails to meet
the requirements of the edit and limit checks via an appropriate error message. The
generator/storage site will be required to correct the discrepancy with the waste or the waste
data and re-transmit the corrected data prior to acceptance of the data by the WWIS. The
Permittees will review data reported for each container of each shipment prior to providing
notification to the shipping generator/storage site that the shipment is acceptable. Read-only
access to the WWIS will be provided to the NMED. Table 8-8 givescontains a psffl8t-listing of
the data fields contained in the WWIS that are required as part of this permitPermit.
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The WWIS will generate the following :
•

Waste Emplacement Report

This report will be added to the operating record es en indication ofto track the quantities
of waste, date of emplacement, and location of authorized containers or container
assemblies in the repository. The Permittees will document the specific panel room or
drift that an individual waste container is placed in as well as the row/column/height
coordinates location of the container or containers assembly. This report will be
generated on a weekly basis. Locations of containers or container assemblies will also
be placed on a map separate from the WWIS . Reports and maps that are included as
part of the operating record will be retained at the WIPP site, for the life of the facility.
•

Shipment Summary Report

This report will contain the container IDs of every container in the shipment, listed by
TRUPACT-11 number and by assembly number (for seven packs), for every assembly in
the TRUPACT-11. This report is used by the Permittees to verify containers in a shipment
and will be generated on a shipment basis.
•

Waste Container Data Report

This report will be generated on a waste stream basis and will be used by the Permittees
iftduring the Waste Stream Profile Form review and approval process. This report will
contain the data listed in the Waste Characterization B8t8-Module on Table B 8. This
report will be generated and attached to the Waste Stream Profile Form for inclusion in
the facility operating record and will be kept for the life of the facility.
•

Reports of Change Log

This will consist of a short report that lists the user ID and the fields changed . The report
will also include a reason for the change. A longer report will list the information provided
on the short report and include a before and after image of the record for each change,
a before-record for each deletion, and the new information for added records. These
reports will provide an auditable trail for the data in the database.
The WWIS shall have data available for export so that the Permittees and NMED can
summarize headspace gas concentrations for the open room being loaded. This is required to
per-mitallow calculations of average room headspace gas concentrations to ensure they do not
exceed the limits specified in Table 8-2 .
Access to the WWIS will be controlled by the Permittees' Data Administrator (DA) who will
control the WWIS users based on approval from management personnel.
The TRU mixed waste generator/storage sites will only have access to data that they have
supplied, and only until the data have been formally accepted by the Permittees. After the data
have been accepted, the data will be protected from indiscriminate change and can only be
changed by a authorized DA.
The WWIS has a B8t8-Change Log that wiff requires a reason for the change from the DA prior
to accepting the change. The data change information, the user ID of the authorized DA making
the change, and the date of the change will be recorded in the data change log automatically.
The data change log cannot be revised by any user, including the DA. The data change log will
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be subject to internal and external audits and will provide an auditable trail for all changes made
to previously approved data.

a. 16. Attachment B-4b(1 )(ii)
The Permittees will be responsible for the verification of completeness and accuracy of the
Waste Stream Profile Form (Atteehmer,t Section B3-12b(1 )). The assignment of the waste
stream description , Waste Matrix Code Group, and Summary Category Groups; the results of
waste analyses; the acceptable knowledge summary documentation; the methods used for
characterization ; the TSDF WAC CAO certification , and appropriate designation of EPA
hazardous waste code(s) will be examined . If the Waste Stream Profile Form is inaccurate,
efforts will be made to resolve discrepancies by contacting the generator/storage site. If
discrepancies in the waste stream are detected at the generator/storage site, the
generator/storage site will implement a non-conformance program to identify, document, and
report discrepancies (Permit Attachment 83).
The Waste Stream Profile Form shall pass all verification checks by the Permittees in order for
the waste stream to be approved for shipment to the WIPP facility. The Waste Stream Profile
Form check against waste container data will occur during the initial Waste Stream Profile Form
approval process (SeeSection B-4b(i)).
The USEPA hazardous waste codes for the wastes that appear on the Waste Stream Profile
Form will be compared to those in the Permittees' RCRA Part A Permit Application (Section XIV
of Permit Attachment O} to ensure that only wastes that contain constituents eor,teir,ed listed in
Section XIV the Pert A are approved for management, storage, or disposal at WIPP. Some of
the waste may also be identified by unique state hazardous waste codes. These waste are
acceptable at the WIPP as long as the TSDF-WAC are met. Ar,elytieel date peekege
summaries The Characterization Information Summary will be reviewed by the Permittees to
verify that the waste has been classified correctly with respect to the assigned USEPA
hazardous waste codes. The analytical method used will be compared to those listed in Tables
B-3, B-4, and B-5 to assure that only approved analytical methods were used for analysis of the
waste. The Permittees will verify that TSDF-WAC compliance has been met by the
generator/storage site.
The Permittees will also verify that three different types of data specified below are on every
container holding TRU mixed waste before that waste is managed, stored , or disposed at WIPP.
The following three verifications will be performed on data from the following determinations: 1)
an assignment of the waste stream's waste description (by Waste Matrix Codes) and Waste
Matrix Code Group; 2) a determination of ignitability, reactivity, and corrosivity; and 3) a
determination of compatibility. The verification of waste stream description will be performed by
reviewing the WWIS for consistency in the waste stream description and WSPFWaste Stream
Profile Form . The date summery reporteharacterization Information Summary will indicate if the
waste has been checked for the characteristics of ignitability, corrosivity, and reactivity. The final
verification of waste compatibility will be performed using Appendix C1 of the WIPP RCRA Part
B Permit Application (DOE, 1997), the compatibility study.

a. 17. Attachment B-4b(2)(vii)
•

Completed WIPP Waste Stream Profile Forms and accompanying
doeumer,t8tier,Characterization Information Summary, including individual
container data as transferred on the WWIS (or received as hard-copy) and any
discrepancy-related documentation as specified in Section B-4b(1)
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•

Completed Waste Receipt Checklists and discrepancy-related documentation
as specified in Section B-4b(2)

•

WIPP WWIS Cor,tair,er Waste Emplacement Report as specified in Section B4b(1 )(i)

a. 18. Attachment B-5
DOE, 1997. WIPP Waste Information System User's Manual for Use by Shippers/Generators.
CAO-97-2273, Current Revision , Carlsbad , New Mexico, Carlsbad Area Office, U. S.
Department of Energy.

a. 19. Attachment B, Table B-7
TABLE B-7
REQUIRED PROGRAM RECORDS MAINTAINED IN GENERATOR/STORAGE SITE PROJECT FILES
Lifetime Records
Field sampling data forms
Field and laboratory chain-of-custody forms
Test facility and laboratory Batch Data Reports
61:1mm111') date peelteges Waste Stream Characterization Package
Sampling Plans
Data reduction , validation, and reporting documentation
Acceptable knowledge documentation
Data reconciliation report
Waste Stream Profile Form and Characterization Information Summary
Non-Permanent Records
Nonconformance documentation
Variance documentation
Assessment documentation
Gas canister tags
Methods performance documentation
Performance Demonstration Program documentation
Sampling equipment certifications
Calculations and related software documentation
Training/qualification documentation
QAPjPs (generator/storage sites) documentation (all revisions)
Calibration documentation
Analytical raw data
Procurement documentation
QA procedures (all revisions)
Technical implementing procedures (all revisions)
Audio/video recording (radiography, visual, etc.)

a. 20. Attachment B, Figure B-1
A revised Figure B-1 is included in Attachment B

b. Attachment B1-4
Chain-of-Custody on field samples (including field QC samples) will be initiated immediately
after sample collection or preparation . Sample custody will be maintained by ensuring sealed
samples are custody sealed during shipment to the laboratory. After samples are accepted by
the analytical laboratory, custody is maintained by assuring the samples are in the possession of
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an authorized individual, in that individual's view, in sealed or locked container controlled by that
individual , or in a secure controlled access location. Sample custody will be maintained until the
essocieted er,elyses ere completed er,d the dete he•,e beer, velideted et the project level.
Semple custody 'tt'ill be meir,teir,ed the sample is released by the site project manager or until
the sample is expended or until the semple is removed from the semple er,elysis progrem. The
Permittees shall require that site QAPjPs or site-specific procedures include a copy of the
sample chain-of-custody form and instructions for completing sample chain-of-custody forms in
a legally defensible manner. This form will include provisions for each of the following :

c. 1. Attachment 83 Table of Contents
B3-10 Data Review, Validation, and Verification Requirements
B3-1 Oa Data Generation Level
B3-10a(1) Independent Technical Review
B3-10a(2) Technical Supervisor Review
B3-10a(3) QA Officer Review
B3-1 Ob Project Level
B3-1 Ob( 1) Site Project QA Officer
B3-1 Ob(2) Site Project Manager
B3-10b(3) Prepare Site Project QA Officer Summary and Data Validation
Summary
B3-10b(4) Prepare Waste Stream Characterization Package
B3-1Oc Permittee Level
B3-11 Reconciliation with Data Quality Objectives
83-11 a Reconciliation at the Project Level
B3-11b Reconciliation at the Permittee Level
B3-12 Data Reporting Requirements
B3-12a Data Generation Level
B3-12b Project Level
B3-12b(1) Waste Stream Profile Form and Characterization Information
Summary
B3-12b(2) Waste Stream Characterization Package
B3-12b(3) WIPP Waste Information System (WWIS) Data Reporting

c. 2. Attachment 83 List of Tables
Table
B3-11
B3-12
83-13
B3-14

Title
Testing Batch Data Report Contents
Sampling Batch Data Report Contents
Analytical Batch Data Report Contents
Reporting Flags

c. 3. Attachment 83-10
Dete review, velidetior,, er,d ·,erifieetior, requirements include proceduresrrocedures shall be
developed for the review, validation , and verification of data at the data generation level; the
validation and verification of data at the project level; and the verification of data at the
Permittees? level. Data review determines if raw data have been properly collected and ensures
raw data are properly reduced. Data validation confirms that the data reported satisfy the
·
requirements defined byof the userthis WAP and is accompanied by signature release. Data
verification authenticates that data as presented represent the sampling and analysis activities
as performed and have been subject to the appropriate levels of data review. The procedures
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requirements presented in this section ensure that WAP records furnish documentary evidence
of quality.
The Permittees shall require the sites to generate the following Batch Data Rteports in either
electronic or hard copy format for data validation, verification, and quality assurance activities:
A Testing Batch Data Report or equivalent includes all data pertaining to radiography fflid or visual
examination for up to 20 waste containers without regard to waste matrix. Table B3-11 lists all of the
information required in Testing Batch Data Reports (identified with an "X") and other information that is
necessary for data validation, but is optional in Testing Batch Data Reports (identified with an "O"). ft
iMeh:1des data eolleetioM l!IMd rest1lts, the uideotapes of the 21ett121l examiMatioM , l!IMd the appropriate
data form.
A Sampling Batch Data Report or equivalent includes all field sample collection data pertaining to a
group of no more than 20 headspace gas or homogeneous waste samples that were collected for
chemical analysis. Table B3-12 lists all of the information required in Sampling Batch Data Reports
(identified with an "X") and other information that is necessary for data validation, but is optional in
Sampling Batch Data Reports (identified with an "O"). Sl!IM 1pliMg Batet, Data Reports may iMelt1de ehaiM
of et1stody doet1meMte1tioM l!IMd l!IMY mee1st1remeMts takeM iM the field st1eh as tempere1tt1re, pl I,
e0Mdt1etiuit) , as .. ell as field Motes, logs, l!IMd other field doet1meMte1tioM.
An Analytical Batch Data Report or equivalent includes analytical l!IMd OM liMe data from the sampliMg

fflid analysis of TRU-mixed waste for l!IM l!IMl!llytieal batet, of up to 20 headspace gas or homogeneous
waste samples. Analytical Batch Data Reports or equivalent that contain results for composited
headspace gas samples must contain sufficient information to identify the containers that were
composited for each composite sample. Because Analytical Batch Data Reports are generated
based on the number of samples analyzed, an Analytical Batch Data Report may contain results
that are applicable to more than 20 containers depending on how many composite samples are
part of the report, but may not exceed a total of 20 samples analyzed. Table B3-13 lists all of the
information required in Analytical Batch Data Reports (identified with an "X") and other information that
is necessary for data validation, but is optional in Analytical Batch Data Reports (identified with an
"O"). TotalsfTOLP l!IMl!llyses rest1lts l!IMd headspaee gas sampliMg l!IMd l!IMl!llyses rest1lts are iM the
AMalytieal Batet, Data Reports, ffhiet, may also iMelt1de st1mme1rized sample rest1lts, st1mme1rized QA
sample rest1lts l!IMd reeoueries, ra .. data, dates l!IMd times of l!IMl!llysis of all samples, l!IMd 21 ease
Ml!lrratiue deseribiMg l!IMY problems eMeot1Mtered or deuiatioMs from the approued l!IMl!llytieal methods
that oeet1rred dt1riMg the preparatioM l!IMd l!IMl!llysis of all samples.
Raw analytical data need not be included in Analytical Batch Data Reports, but must be maintained in
the site project files and be readily available for review when requested by the Permittees. Raw data
may include all analytical bench sheet and instrumentation readouts for all calibration standard results,
sample data, QC samples, sample preparation conditions and logs, sample run logs, and all reextraction , re-analysis, or dilution information pertaining to the individual samples. Raw data may also
include calculation records and any qualitative or semi-quantitative data collected for a sample and
that has been recorded on a bench sheet or in a log book.
On-line Batch Data Reports or equivalent contain the combined information from the Sampling Batch
Data Report and Analytical Batch Data Report that is relevant to the on-line method used.

•

Dela Summel"y Reports or equh,elent include ell of final reported results for
enelytieel end testing date end ell associated field end laboratory quality control
sample results for e container. Date summery reports may also include e
Merreti't'e summarizing the field sampling conditions, any information needed to
correctly interpret the reported date, end notes regarding any de't'ietions from
standard enelytieel methods that ·ttere encountered es e result of sample matrix
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or field andfor lab QC problems. A data ·,alidation summary may also be
included so that the qualification and usability of the data can be ascertained . A
complete list of the elements required in the Data Summary Reports is in
Section 83 10

•

Waste Stream Characterization Summary Packages. or equi·,alent. include a
complilation of data summary reports for all sampling , testing, and analytical
dat-8, and acceptable kno-.,ledge documentation 8'o'8ilable for waste containers
andfor 'Neste generating processes for a waste stream. The contents of the
\ 1Vaste Stream Characteriztion summary Package are listed in Section 83 12.

c. 4. Attachment B3-10a
83-1 0a Data Generation Level

The following are minimum requirements for raw data collection and management which the
Permittees shall require for each site:
•

All raw data shall be signed and dated in reproducible ink by the person
generating it. Alternately, unalterable electronic signatures may be used.

•

All data must be recorded clearly, legibly, and accurately in field and laboratory
records (bench sheets, logbooks), and include applicable sample identification
numbers (for sampling and analytical labs).

•

All changes to original data must be lined out, initialed, and dated by the
individual making the change. A justification for changing the original data may
also be included. Original data must not be obliterated or otherwise disfigured so
as not to be readable . Data changes shall only be made by the individual who
originally collected the data or an individual authorized to change the data.

•

All data must be transferred and reduced from field and laboratory records
completely and accurately.

•

All field and laboratory records must be maintained as specified in Table B-7 of
Attachment 8.

•

Data must be organized into a standard format for reporting purposes (testing
sampling, analytical or on line Batch Data Report), as outlined in specific
sampling and analytical techniquesprocedures.

•

All electronic and video data must be stored appropriately to ensure that waste
container, sample, and associated QC data are readily retrievable.

Data review, validation, and verification at this level involves scrutiny and signature release from
qualified independent technical reviewer(s) 1 , technical supervisors(s), and a QA representative,
as specified below. Individuals conducting this data review , validation , and verification must use
checklists that address all of the items included in this section . Checklists must contain or
reference tables showing the results of sampling, analytical or on-line batch QC samples, if

1

1ndependent technical review is performed by a competent individual who is not directly responsible for performing the work.
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applicable. Checklists must reflect review of all QC samples and quality assurance objective
categories in accordance with criteria established in Tables 83-2 through 83-9 (as applicable to
the methods validated). Completed checklists must be forwarded with testing, sempling,
enelytieel end on line Batch Data Reports to the project level. Analytical raw data must be
available and reviewed by the data generation level reviewer; however, it need not be included
in the Batch Data Report.

c. 5. Attachment B3-10a(1)
Attachment B3-10a(1) Independent Technical Review
The independent technical review ensures by review of raw data that data generation and
reduction are technically correct; calculations are verified correct; deviations are documented;
and QA/QC results are complete, documented correctly, and compared against WAP criteria.
This review validates and verifies all of the work documented by the originator.
One hundred percent of the Batch Data Reports for eeeh type of enelytieel, sempling , or testing
b8teh must receive an independent technical review. This review shall be performed by an
individual other than the data generator who is qualified to have performed the initial work. The
independent technical review must be performed as soon as practicably possible in order to
determine and correct negative quality trends in the sampling or analytical process. However at
a minimum, the independent technical review must be performed before any waste associated
with the data reviewed is managed, stored, or disposed at WIPP. The reviewer(s) must release
the data as evidenced by signature, and as a consequence ensure the following as applicable:
•

Data generation and reduction were conducted in a technically correct manner
in accordance with the methods used (procedure with revision) . Data were
reported in the proper units. end correct number of signifieent figures.

•

Calculations have been verified by a valid calculation program, a spot check of
verified calculation programs, and/or 100 percent check of all hand calculations.
Values that are not verifiable to within rounding or significant difference
discrepancies must be rectified prior to completion of independent technical
review .

•

The data have been reviewed for transcription errors.

•

The testing, sampling, or analytical data QA documentation for Batch Data
Reports(testing beteh, sempling beteh, enelytieel or on line batch) is complete
and includes, as applicable, raw data, calculation records, chain-of-custody
(COC) forms, calibration records (or references to an available calibration
package), QC sample results, and copies or originals of gas canister sample
tags (if epplieeble). Corrective action will be taken to ensure that all Batch DtJata
R,eports are complete and include all necessary raw data prior to completion of
the independent technical review .

•

QC sample results are within established control limits, and if not, the data have
been appropriately qualified in accordance with data useability criteria. Data
outside of established control limits will be qualified as appropriate, assigned an
appropriate qualifier flag , discussed in the case narrative, and included as
appropriate in calculations for completeness.

•

Reporting flags (Table 83-14) were assigned correctly.
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Reporting flags include the follO't'ting :

Anelyte detected in blank (Organics/ I leedspece gases}
Anelyte blank concentretion greeter then or equal to 20 percent of
sernple concentretion prior to dilution corrections (Met81s}
E
Anelyte exceeds calibration curve (Organics>' I leedspece gases}
J
Anelyte less then PRQL but greeter then or equal to MDL (Organics/
I leedspece gases}
J
Anelyte greeter then or equal to IDL but less then 5 tirnes the IDL before
dilution correction (Metals}
U
Anelyte .. es not detected end ·value is reported es the MDL (IDL for
Metals}
D
Anelyte was quentiteted frorn a secondary dilution, or reduced sernple
aliquot (Organics/ I leedspece gases}
Z
One or rnore QC sernples do not rneet ecceptence criteria
11
I lolding tirne exceeded
Sample holding time and preservation requirements were met, or exceptions
documented.
B
B

•

•

Radiography tapes have been reviewed (independent observation) on a waste container
basis at a minimum of once per testing batch or once per day of operation , whichever is
less frequent (Section B1-3b(2)) . The radiography tape will be reviewed against the data
reported on the radiography form to ensure that the data are correct and complete.

•

Field sampling records are complete. Incomplete or incorrect field sampling records will
be subject to resubmittal prior to completion of the independent technical review .

c. 6. Attachment 83-1 0a(2)
B3-10a(2) Technical Supervisor Review
The technical supervisor review ensures that the independent technical review was performed
completely, that the Batch Data Report is complete, and verifies that the results are technically
reasonable . This review validates and verifies that the characterization performed in this area is
ready for QA office review.
One hundred percent of the Batch Data Reports must receive technical supervisory signature
release for each testing batch , sampling batch , analytical batch and on-line batch. The technical
supervisory signature release must occur as soon as practicably possible after the independent
technical review in order to determine and correct negative quality trends in the sampling or
analytical process. However at a minimum , the technical supervisory signature release must be
performed before any waste associated with the data reviewed is managed , stored , or disposed
at WIPP. This release must ensure the following as applicable:
•

The data are technically reasonable based on the technique used.

•

All data have received independent technical review with the exception of radiography
tapes, which shall receive periodic technical review as specified in Section B13b(2)8bove.

•

The testing, sampling , or analytical data QA documentation (testing batch , sernpling
batch , analytical beteh or on line betch}for Batch Data Reports is complete and includes
raw data (as applicable), calculation records , COC forms, calibration records , QC
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sample results, and original or copies of gas sample canister tags (if 81'1'liC8ble).
•

Sample holding time requirements were met, or exceptions documented .

•

Field sampling records are complete.

The teehniC81 St11'ervisor mt1st 81so enst1re th8t eont8iner Sl'eeifie d8t8 st1mm81) 1'8Ck8ges 8nd
't'f8Ste stre8m Sl'eeifie W8Ste stre8m eh8r8eteri:t8tion st1mm81"f 1'8Ck8ges 8re 1're1'8red 8S
81'1'r01'ri8te.

c. 7. Attachment B3-10a(3)
83-10a(3) QA Officer Review
The data generation level QA review ensures that the Batch Data Report is complete, that QC
checks (sample collection and meet the acceptance criteria , and that the appropriate QAOs
have been met. This review verifies and validates that the characterization results meet the
program QA/QC, that instrument performance criteria have been met, and that QAOs for the
subject characterization area have been met.
The Permittees shall require for each site that one hundred percent of the Batch Data Reports
receive QA officer (or designee) signature release . The QA officer signature release must occur
as soon as practicably possible after the technical supervisory signature release in order to
determine and correct negative quality trends in the sampling or analytical process. However at
a minimum, the QA officer signature release must be performed before any waste associated
with the data reviewed is managed, stored, or disposed at WIPP. This release must ensure the
following as applicable:

•

Independent technical and technical supervisory reviews have been performed as
evidenced by the appropriate signature releases.

•

testing, s8ml'ling, or 8n81ytieel d8t8 QA documentation (testing b8teh, s8ml'lir,g b8teh,
8n81ytieel b8teh or or, line b8teh)for Batch Data Report is complete as appropriate for the
point of data generation. (i.e., r8diogr81'hY, RA, s8ml'ling, 8nd 8n81ysis).

•

Sampling and analytical QC checks have been properly performed . QC criteria that were
not met are documented.

•

QAOs have been met according to the methods outlined in Section 83-11 .

The QA Officer mt1st 81so 't'erify th8t d8t8 st1mm8ry 1'8Ck8ges 8nd W8ste stre8m eh8r8eterimtior,
st1mm8ry 1'8Ck8ges 8re consistent 't't'ith information fot1nd in enelytieel beteh rel'orts .

c. 8. Attachment B3-1 Ob
83-1 Ob Project Level
Data validation and verification at th.is level involves scrutiny and signature release from the Site
Project Manager (or designee) and the Site Project QA Officer (or designee). The Permittees
shall require each site to meet the following minimum requirements for each waste container.
Any nonconformance identified during this process shall be documented on a nonconformance
report (Section 83-13).
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The Site Project Manager and Site Project QA Officer shall ensure that a repeat of the data
generation level review, validation , and verification is performed on the data for a minimum of
one randomly chosen waste container quarterly (every three months). This exercise will
document that the data generation level review, validation , and verification is being performed
according to implementing procedures.

c. 9. Attachment B3-10b(1)
B3-10b(1) Site Project QA Officer
The Site Project QA Officer review ensures that the Batch Data Reports received from the data
generation level is complete, validates and verifies that the QC checks were done properly and
meet program criteria, and ensures that the QAOs have been met.
One hundred percent of the d8t8 st1rnrn81')' p8ek8ges 8nd 't't8Ste stre8rn eh8r8eteriz:8tion
st1rnrn81')' p8ek8geBatch Data Reports must receive Site Project QA Officer signature release.
The Site Project QA Officer signature release must occur as soon as practicably possible in
order to determine and correct negative quality trends in the sampling or analytical process.
However at a minimum, the Site Project QA Officer signature release must be performed before
any waste associated with the data reviewed is managed, stored , or disposed at WIPP. This
signature release must ensure the following as applicable:

•

Batch Data st1rnrn81')' p8ek8ges 8nd 't'f8Ste stre8rn eh8r8eteriz:8tion st1rnrn81')' p8ek8ge
reportsReports are complete and data are properly reported (i.e., data are reported in
correct units, with eorreet signifieent figt1res, and with correct qualifying flags) .

•

Sampling batch QC checks (e.g., equipment blanks, field duplicates, field reference
standards) were properly performed, and meet the established QAOs and are within
established data usability criteria.

•

Testing batch QC checks (e.g., replicate scans, measurement system checks, replieete
eottnts) were properly performed . Radiography data are complete and acceptable
based on evidence of videotape review of one waste container per day or once per
testing batch , whichever is less frequent, as specified in B1-3b(2).

•

Analytical batch QC checks (e.g., laboratory duplicates, laboratory blanks, matrix spikes,
matrix spike duplicates, laboratory control samples) were properly performed and meet
the established QAOs and are within established data usability criteria.

•

On-line batch QC checks (e.g., field blanks, on-line blanks, on-line duplicates, on-line
control samples) were properly performed and meet the established QAOs and are
within established data usability criteria.

•

Proper procedures were followed to ensure representative samples of headspace gas
and homogenous solids and soil/gravel were taken.

•

R8diogr8phy d8t8 8fe eornplete 8nd 8eeept8ble b8sed on evidenee of videot8pe review
of one .. 8ste eont8iner per testing b8teh, 8t 8 minimt1rn.

c. 10. Attachment B3-1 0b(2)
B3-10b(2) Site Project Manager
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The Site Project Manager Review is the final validation that all of the data contained in Batch
Data Reports have been properly reviewed as evidenced by signature release and completed
checklists.
One hundred percent of the dete stunmery peckeges er,d weste streem cherecterizetior,
summery peckegeBatch Data Rteports must have Site Project Manager signature release . The
Site Project Manager signature release must occur as soon as practicably possible after the Site
Project QA Officer signature release in order to determine and correct negative quality trends in
the sampling or analytical process. However at a minimum , the Site Project Manager signature
release must be performed before any waste associated with the data reviewed is managed ,
stored , or disposed at WIPP. This signature release must ensure the following :

•

Data generation level independent technical , technical supervisory, and QA officer (or
designee) review, validation , and verification have been performed as evidenced by the
completed review checklists and appropriate signature releases .

•
•

Testing , semplir,g , er,elytieel er,d or, lir,eDatch data review checklists are complete .

•

Verify that data generation level and Site Project QA Officer reviews are complete and
ensure that data ere within esteblished dete essessmer,t eriterie er,d meet all applicable
QAOs of this WAP(Section B3-11 ).

•

The Site Pro:ject Mer,eger er,d Site Pro:ject QA Officer shell ensure thet e repeet of the
dete ger,eretior, level review, 't'elidetior,, end •,erifieetior, is performed or, the dete fore
minimum of or,e rer,domly ehoser, 't't1este cor,teir,er querterly (every three months). This
e,cercise will document thet the dete ger,eretior, level re·,iew, ·welidetior,, er,d verifieetior,
is beir,g performed eccordir,g to implemer,tir,g procedures.

Dete summery peckeges er,d weste streem cherecterizetior, summery peekege reports
ere complete er,d dete ere properly reported (e.g ., dete ere reported ir, the correct units,
tt1ith the correct number of sigr,ificer,t figures , er,d with quelifyir,g flegs).

c. 11 . Attachment B3-1 0b(3)
B3-10b(3) Prepare Site Project QA Officer Summary and Data Validation Summary-

Ir, essoeietior, 't't1ith To document the project-level validation and verification described above,
the Permittees shall require each Site Project QA Officer (or designee) to prepare a Site Project
QA Officer Summary and the Site Project Manager (or designee) to prepare a Data Validation
Summary. These reports may be combined to eliminate redundancy or incorporated into the
Site Project QA Officer and Site Project Manager checklists. The Site Project QA Officer
Summary includes, or, e per .. este cor,teir,er besis, a validation checklist for each Batch Data
Report testing , semplir,g , er,elytieel er,d or, line betch . Checklists for the Site Project QA Officer
Summary must be sufficiently detailed to validate all aspects of a testing , semplir,g, er,elytieel or
or, line betehBatch Data Report that affect data quality. The Data Validation Summary provides
confirmation that, on a per waste container basis as evidenced by Batch Data Report reviews ,
all data have been validated in accordance with the site QAPjP. The Data Validation Summary
must list eech testing , semplir,g , er,elytieel or or, line betchidentify each Batch Data Report
reviewed , describe how the validation was performed and whether or not problems were
detected, and include a statement indicating that all data are acceptable.
Once the data have received project-level validation and verification or when the Site Project
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Manager decides the sample no longer needs to be retained , the Site Project Manager must
ensure that the laboratory is notified. Samples must be retained by the laboratory until this
notification is received. Gas sample canisters may then be released from storage for cleaning ,
recertification , and subsequent reuse . Sample tags must be removed and retained in the project
files before recycling the canisters. If the Site Project Manager requests that samples or
canisters be retained for future use (e.g. , an experimental holding time study), the same sample
identification and COC forms shall be used and cross-referenced to a document which specifies
the purpose for sample or canister retention.

c. 12. Attachment B3-10b(4)
B3-10b(4) Prepare Waste Stream Characterization Package
In the event the Permittees request detailed information on a waste stream, the site will provide
a Waste Stream Characterization Package. The Site Project Manager can require each
characterization area, data generation level technical supervisor, and QA officer to assist in
preparation and review of the Waste Stream Characterization Package (Section B3-12b(2)) as
necessary to ensure the package will support the Site Project Manager's waste characterization
determinations.

c. 13. Attachment B3-10c
B3-1 0c Permittees! Level
The third and final level of data verification occurs at the Permittees! level and must, at a
minimum, consist of an inventory check of the data st1rnrnaryBatch Data Rteports to verify
completeness. This is done through the Permittees' Audit and Surveillance Program (Permit
Attachment B6). The Perrnittees are responsible for verification that data st1rnrnary reports
inelt1de the follo'lwing:

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Projeet le'll'el signatt1re releases
Listing of all waste eontainers being presented in the report
Listing of all testing , sarnpling, and analytieal bateh nt1rnbers assoeiated with each 't't'aste
eonteiner being reported in the paekage
Analytical Bateh Data Report ease r,arrati'll'es
Site Projeet QA Offieer St1rnrnary
Data Validation St1rnrnaf)'
Cornplete st1rnrnarized qt1alitati'll'e and qt1antitafr,e data for all waste eontainers with data
flags and

-TheFor initial Waste Stream Profile Form approval, the Permittees must verify that each
submittal data st1rnrnary report and waste strearn eharaeterization st1rnrnary report is complete
and notify the originating site in writing of the aeeeptanee statt1sapproval of the data 'it1ithin two
't'teel<s ohwaste strearn eharaeterimtion st1rnrnary paekage reeeiptWaste Stream Profile Form .
The Permittees will maintain the data as appropriate for use in the regulatory compliance
programs. At a minimum the verification must:
•

Ensure the correct assignment of the waste stream description, Waste Matrix
Code Group, Summary Category Groups, and EPA hazardous waste codes

•

Reconcile data

•

Contain summarized results of characterization
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•

Contain acceptable knowledge summary documentation

•

List the methods used for characterization

For subsequent shipments made after the Waste Stream Profile Form approval, the verification
will be made via the WWIS internal limit checks {Section B-4b{1 ){i)).

c. 14. Attachment B3-11a
B3-11a Reconciliation at the Project Level
The Permittees shall require each Site Project Manager to ensure that all data generated and
used in decision making meet the DQOs provided in Section B-4a{1) of the te:d of Permit
Attachment B. To do so, the Site Project Manager must assess whether data of sufficient type,
quality, and quantity have been collected . The Site Project Manager must determine if the
variability of the data set is small enough to provide the required confidence in the results. The
Site Project Manager must also determine if, based on the desired error rates and confidence
levels, a sufficient number of valid data points have been determined. In addition , the Site
Project Manager must document that random sampling of containers was performed for the
purposes of waste stream characterization.
For each waste stream characterized , the Permittees shall require each Site Project Manager to
determine if sufficient data have been collected to determine the following WAP-required waste
parameters:
•
Waste matrix code
•

Waste material parameter weights

•

If each waste container of waste contains TRU radioactive waste

•

Mean concentrations, UCLoo for the mean concentrations, standard deviations,
and the number of samples collected for each VOC in the headspace gas of
waste containers in the waste stream

•

The potential flammability of TRU waste headspace gases

•

Mean concentrations, UCL 90 for the mean concentrations, standard deviations,
and number of samples collected for VOCs, SVOCs, and metals in the waste
stream {if applicable)

•

Whether the waste stream exhibits a toxicity characteristic {TC) under 40 CFR
Part 261 , Subpart C

•

Whether the waste stream can be classified as hazardous or nonhazardous at
the 90-percent confidence level

•

Whether a sufficient number of waste containers have been visually examined
{as a QC check on radiography) to determine with a reasonable level of
certainty that the UCLoo for the miscertification rate is less than 14 percent {if
applicable)

•

Whether all TICs were appropriately identified and reported in accordance with
the requirements of Section B3-1 prior to submittal of a Waste Stream Profile
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Form for a waste stream or waste stream lot.
•

Whether the overall completeness, comparability, and representativeness QAOs
were met for each of the analytical and testing procedures as specified in
Sections B3-2 through B3-9 prior to submittal of a Waste Stream Profile Form
for a waste stream or waste stream lot.

•

Whether the PRQLs for all analyses were met prior to submittal of a Waste
Stream Profile Form for a waste stream or waste stream lot.

If the Site Project Manager determines that insufficient data have been collected to make the
determinations listed above, additional data collection efforts must be undertaken. The
reconciliation of a waste stream shall be performed prior to issuaneesubmittal of the Waste
Stream Profile Form for that waste stream. For subsequent shipments, data reconciliation is
done on all containers or samples prior to shipment to WIPP. Thus, the The Permittees shall not
manage, store, or dispose of TRU mixed waste at W IPP unless the Site Project Manager
determines that the WAP-required waste parameters listed above have been met.
The statistical procedure presented in Permit Attachment B2 shall be used by participating Site
Project Managers to evaluate and report waste characterization data from the analysis of
homogeneous solids and soil/gravel. The procedure, which calculates UCL.w values, shall be
used to assess compliance with the DQOs in Section B-4a(1) as well as with RCRA regulations.
The procedure must be applied to all laboratory analytical data for total VOCs, total SVOCs, and
total metals. For RCRA regulatory compliance (40 CFR § 261 .24), data from the analysis of the
appropriate metals and organic compounds shall be expressed as toxicity characteristic leaching
procedure (TCLP) values or results may also be compared to the TC levels expressed as total
values. These total values will be considered the regulatory threshold limit (RTL) values for the
WAP. RTL values are obtained by calculating the weight/weight concentration (in the solid) of a
TC analyte that would give the regulatory weight/volume concentration (in the TCLP extract),
assuming 100-percent analyte dissolution .

c. 15. Attachment B3-11 b
B3-11 b Reconciliation at the Permittees! Level
The Permittees must also ensure that data of sufficient type, quality, and quantity are collected
to meet WAP DQOs . This is accomplished by review of the original Waste Stream Profile Form
and Permittees' Audit and Surveillance Program (Permit Attachment B6). The Permittees will
ensure sufficient data have been collected in accordance with Section B-4a(1) to determine the
following :
•

The concentration of VOC constituents in the headspace in the total waste inventory has
not exceeded the environment performance standards of 20.4.1.500 NMAC -4.1.500
(incorporating 40 CFR §264.601 (be)) as specified in Module IV;

•

Whether waste streams proposed for disposal in WIPP have been adequately
characterized ; and

•

Whether data supports the information contained in the WIPP RCRA permit application

c. 16. Attachment B3-12a
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B3-12a Data Generation Level
Data shall be transmitted by hard copy or electronically (provided a hard copy is available on
demand) from the data generation level to the project level. Transmitted data shall include all
testing, sernpling, or enelytieel Batch Data Reports, and data review checklists. The Batch Data
Reports forms and checklists used must contain all of the information required by the testing ,
sampling, and analytical techniques described in Permit Attachments 81 through 86, as well as
the signature releases to document the review, validation, and verification as described in
Section 83-10. All testing, sernpling, end enelytieeOatch Data Reports and checklists shall be on
in approved formats, as provided in site-specific documentation .

Testing end sernpling end enelytieel Bbatch Ddata Rteports shall be forwarded to the site project
office. Site QAPjPs shall specify the individual at the site project office who will receive these
reports . After revie·tt by the Site Pre;eet QA Officer, ell betel, date reports will be forwarded to the
Site Pre;eet Manager. All testing, sernpling, end enelytieel Batch Data Reports shall be assigned
serial numbers, and each page shall be numbered. The serial number used for Batch Ddata
Rteports can be the same as the testing, sampling, or analytical batch number.
QA documentation, including raw data shall be maintained in either testing, sampling, and
analytical facility files, or site project files for those facilities located on site in accordance with
the document storage requirements of site approved site QAPjPs. Contract waste
operetioncharacterization facilities shall forward testing, sampling, and analytical QA
documentation along with testing, sernpling , end enelytieel beteh date reportsBatch Data
Reports to the site project office for inclusion in site eentffttproject files .

c. 17. Attachment B3-12b
B3-12b Project Level
There ere l\vo espeets to The site project level reportingoffice must ensure that the
Characterization Information Summary and the Waste Stream Characterization Package (when
requested by the Permittees) are prepared as appropriate. In addition, the site project office
shall prepare a Waste Stream Profile Form for each waste stream certified for shipment to
WIPP . The Site Project QA Officer must also verify these reports are consistent with
information found in analytical batch reports . ~Summarized testing, sampling, and analytical
characterization data rnt1st be reported on e per ·tteste container basis are included with the
Waste Stream Profile Form . Second , st1rnrneri1!ed ehereeterimtion inforrnetion rnt1st be reported
on e waste streern basis. The contents of the Waste Stream Profile Form, the Characterization
Information Summary, and the Waste Stream Characterization Package are discussed in the
following sections.

St1rnrnerized testing, sernpling, end analytical date shell be trensrnitted by herd eopy or
eleetronieelly frorn the Site Project Manager to the Perrnittees 'f~hen reqt1ested . A Waste Stream
Characterization Package must be submitted when requested by the Permittees. Pertieipetion
sites shell eornbine date frorn individt1el waste containers into 't'teste streern ehereeterizetion
st1rnrnery peekeges for reporting. I lard eopy or eleetronie waste streern ehereeterizetion
st1rnrnery peekeges shell consist of the follo't'ting:
Go•wer page with the site nerne end progrern identifieetion waste container nt1rnber end
eppro·wellreleese signett1res of the Site Pre;eet Manager end Site Project QA Officer
Table of contents; end
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A ceflcise flarrative u,at sul"fll"flari~es the results ef the preject le•,el revie•u afld briefly
describes afly preblel"fls or other floteworthy itel"fls of iflterest associated with the data
(i.e., flOflCOflforl"flaflce reperts) . The flarrative shall iflclude separate sectiofls which
address results of duplicateslreplicates afld flOflCOflforl"flaflce reports associated with the
waste cofltaiflers beiflg reported ifl the package.

c. 18. Attachment B3-12b(1)
B3-12b(1) Waste Stream Profile Form and Characterization Information Summary
The Waste Stream Profile Form (Figure B-1) includes the following information l"l"IUSt be reported
Ofl a 'ttaste streal"fl basis.:
•

Generator/storage site name

•

Generator/storage site EPA ID

•

Date of audit report approval by NMED (if obtained)

•

Assignment of waste stream description

•

Summary Category Group

•

Waste Matrix Code Group

•

Waste stream name

•

Applicable EPA hazardous waste codes

•

Applicable TRUCON codes

•

Certification signature of Site Project Manager, name, title, and date signed

For each waste container being reported in the ¥taste streal"fl characteri~ation sul"fll"flary
packages, the follewing inforl"flation shall be included:

•

Cover page •uith the site narne and progran, identification '•'t'aste container
nurnber and appre•,allrelease signatures of the Site Project Manager and Site
Project QA Officer

•

A table that relates sarnple nurnber (testing, sarnpling, and analytical) to waste
container nurnber

•
•
•
•

Table of contents

•

Waste container headspace gas voe surnrnary analytical results

Site Project QA Officer Surnrnary
Data Validation Surnrnary
Radiography results
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•

Totel VOC, SVOC, end rnetel enelytieel results for l'lornogenous solids end
soillgre·,el (if epplieeble)

The Characterization Information Summary includes the following elements:
•

Data reconciliation with DQOs

•

Cross-reference of container identification numbers to each Batch Data Report

•

Headspace gas summary data listing the identification numbers of samples
used in the statistical reduction , the maximum, mean , standard deviation, UC'-oo,
RTL, and associated EPA hazardous waste codes that must be applied to the
waste stream .

•

TIC listing and evaluation , and verification that AK was confirmed .

•

RTR and VE summary to document prohibited items are not present and to
confirm AK.

•

AK summary including waste stream name, waste stream number, point of
generation , waste stream volume, generation dates, TRUCON codes, TWBIR
information, generating processes, RCRA determinations, and radionuclide
information.

After approval of a Waste Stream Profile Form and the associated Characterization Information
Summary by the Permittees, the generator/storage site are required to maintain a cross
reference of container identification numbers to each Batch Data Report.

c. 19. Attachment B3-12b(2)
B3-12b(2) Waste Stream Characterization Package

The Waste Stream Characterization Package consists of the following:
•

Waste Stream Profile Form

•

Accompanying Characterization Information Summary

•

Complete AK summary

•

Batch Data Reports supporting the confirmation of AK as well as others
requested by the Permittees

•

Raw analytical data requested by the Permittees

c. 20. Attachment B3-12b(3)
B3-12b(3) WIPP Waste Information System {WWIS) Data Reporting
The WWIS data dictionary eonteinsincludes all of the data fields, the field format and the limits
associated with the data as established by the WIPP Treetrnent, Storege, end Disposel Feeility
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Weste Aeeeptenee Criterie (TSDF WAC)this WAP . These data will be subjected to edit and limit
checks that are performed automatically by the database, as defined in the WIPP Waste
Information System User's Manual for Use by Shippers/Generators (DOE, 1997). If a container
was part of a composite headspace gas sample, the analytical results from the composite
sample must be assigned as the container headspace gas data results , including any associated
TICs.

c. 21 . Attachment B3-16
DOE, 1997. WIPP Waste Information System User's Manual for Use by Shippers/Generators.
CA0-97-2273, Current Revision , Carlsbad , New Mexico, Carlsbad Area Office, U. S.
Department of Energy.
U.S. Depertrnent of Enem•; (DOE), 19958, "Trenst:1renie 'Neste Chereeterimtion Sernpling end
Anelysis Methods Ment1el," DOEM'IPP 91 0-43, Ct1rrent Revision, \ 0t1este lsoletion Pilot Plent,
Cerlsbed, ~4e .. Mexieo.
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c. 22. Attachment 83 Table 83-11
TABLE 83-11
TESTING BATCH DATA REPORT CONTENTS

Radiography

Visual
Examination as
QC Check on
Radiography

Visual
Verification of
Acceptable
Knowledge

Batch Data
Report Date

X

X

X

Batch number

X

X

X

Waste container
number

X

X

X

Waste stream
name and/or
number

0

0

0

Waste Matrix
Code

X

X

X

Required
Information

Implementing
procedure
(specific version
used)

X

X

X

Container type

0

0

0

Videotape
reference

X

X

Imaging check

0

Summary Category Group included in waste matrix code

If procedure cited contains more than one method , the method used must also be cited. Can
use revision number, date, or other means to track specific version used.

Drums, Standard Waste Box, Ten Drum Overpack, etc.
Reference to Videotape(s) applicable to each container. For visual examination (for
characterization) of newly generated waste, videotape not required if two trained operators
review the contents of the waste container to ensure correct reporting.

0

Camera check
Audio check

Comment

0

0
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Required
Information

Radiography

QC check of
scales

Visual
Examination as
QC Check on
Radiography

Visual
Verification of
Acceptable
Knowledge

0

0

QC
documentation

X

X

X

Description of
liners and layers
of confinement
(if possible)

X

X

X

Indication
of vented rigid
liners

0

X

X

Description of
container
contents

X

X

X

Available documented evidence calibrated scale(s) were used. Only applicable if items are
weighed during the visual examination.

Only required for containers with rigid liners. If RTR is used to verify, then include in Testing
Batch Data Report.

Provide enough detail for verification of estimated weights for the 12 waste matrix parameters.

Summary Category Group included in waste matrix code

Verification that
the physical
form matches
the waste
stream
description and
Waste Matrix
Code.

X

X

X

Indication of
sealed
containers > 4L

X

X

X

Amount of free
liquids

X

X

X

Estimated
weights for the
12 waste matrix
parameters

Comment

Table 83-1 lists waste matrix parameters.

X

X

X
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Required
Information

Radiography

Visual
Examination as
QC Check on
Radiography

Visual
Verification of
Acceptable
Knowledge

Container gross
weight

X

X

X

Container empty
weight

0

0

0

Comments

X

X

X

Reference to or
copy of
associated
NCRs, if any

Established, documented empty container weights can be used.

Copies of associated NCRs must be available.

X

X

X

Only applicable if visual examination expert is consulted during visual examination .

Visual
examination
expert decisions

X

Verify absence
of prohibited
items

X

X

X

Operator
signature and
date of test

X

X

X

2 signatures required for Visual Verification of Acceptable Knowledge ·

When visual examination expert is consulted.

Signature of
visual
examination
expert and date
Data review
checklists

Comment

X

X

X

X

LEGEND:

X - Required in batch data report.
O - Information must be documented and traceable; inclusion in batch data report is optional.
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c. 23. Attachment B3 Table B3-12
TABLE B3-12
SAMPLING BATCH DATA REPORT CONTENTS

Headspace Gas

Solid Sampling

Batch Data Report Date

X

X

Batch number

X

X

Waste stream name and/or number

0

0

Required Information

Comment

X

Summary Category Group included in Waste Matrix Code

X

X

If procedure cited contains more than one method, the method used must also be cited . Can
use revision number, date, or other means to track specific version used.

Container number

X

X

Container type

0

0

Sample matrix and type

X

X

Analyses requested and laboratory

X

X

Point of origin for sampling

X

X

Sample number

X

X

Sample size

X

X

0

0

X

X

X

X

Waste Matrix Code
Procedure (specific version used)

Sample location

Sample preservation

Drums, Standard Waste Box, Ten Drum Overpack, etc.

Location where sample was taken (e.g. , building number, room)

Location within container where sample is taken. (For HSG, specify what layer of confinement
was sampled . For solids, physical location within container.)

Person collecting sample
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Required Information

Headspace Gas

Solid Sampling

May or may not be the same as the person collecting the sample

Person attaching custody seal

0

0

Original or copy is allowed

Chain of custody record

X

X

For disposable equipment, a reference to the lot

Sampling equipment numbers

X

X

Cross-reference of sampling
equipment numbers with associated
cleaning batch numbers

0

X

Drum age

0

Equilibration time

0

Verification of rigid liner venting

0

Verification that sample volume
taken is small in comparison to the
available volume

0

Scale Calibration
Depth of waste

Calculation of core recovery

Co-located core description

Comment

As applicable to the equipment used for the sampling. For disposable equipment, a reference to
the lot and procurement records to support cleanliness is sufficient

.

Only applicable to containers with rigid liners
Must include headspace gas volume when it can be estimated

0
X

For newly generated waste, if a sampling method other than coring is used, this is replaced by
documentation that a representative sample has been taken.

X

For newly generated waste, if a sampling method other than coring is used , this is replaced by
documentation that a representative sample has been taken.

X

For newly generated waste, if a sampling method other than coring is used, this is replaced by
documentation that a QC sample has been taken .
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Required Information

Headspace Gas

Time between coring and
subsampling
OVA calibration and reading

Solid Sampling

X

Comment
Only applicable to coring.

0

Only applicable to manifold systems. Must be done in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications

X

X

Must contain the following as applicable to the sampling method used: Collection problems,
Sequence of sampling collection , Inspection of the solids sampling area, Inspection of the solids
sampling equipment, Coring tool test, random location of sub-sample, canister pressure, and
ambient temperature and pressure.

X

X

Operator Signature and date and
time of sampling

X

X

Data review checklists

X

X

Field Records

Reference to or copy of associated
NCRs, if any

Copies of associated NCRs must be available.

LEGEND:

X - Required in batch data report.
0 - Information must be documented and traceable; inclusion in batch data report is optional.
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c. 24. Attachment 83 Table 83-13
TABLE B3-13
ANALYTICAL BATCH DATA REPORT CONTENTS

Headspace Gas

Solid Sampling

Batch Data Report Date

X

X

Batch number

X

X

Sample numbers

X

X

QC designation for sample

X

X

Implementing procedure (specific
version used)

X

X

QC sample results

X

X

Sample data forms

X

X

Form should contain reduced data for target analytes and TICs

Chain of custody

X

X

Original or copy

Gas canister tags

X

Sample preservation

X

Required Information

If procedure cited contains more than one method, the method used must also be cited.
Can use revision number, date, or other means to track specific version used.

Original or copy

X

'

0

Holding time
Cross-reference of field numbers to
laboratory sample numbers

X

X

Date and time analyzed

0

0

0

0

TIC evaluation

0

0

Reporting flags, if any

X

X

Case narrative

X

X

Reference to or copy of associated
NCRs, if any

X

X

Operator signature and analysis date

0

0

Data review checklists

X

X

Confirmation of spectra used for results

Comment

Analyst must qualitatively evaluate the validity of the results based on the spectra, can be
implemented as a check box for each sample

Table B3-14 lists applicable flags

Copies of associated NCRs must be available.

LEGEND:

X - Required in batch data report.
0 - Information must be documented and traceable; inclusion in batch data report is optional.
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c. 25. Attachment 83 Table 83-14
TABLE 83-14
DATA REPORTING FLAGS
DATA
FLAG

INDICATOR

B

Analyte detected in blank (Organics/ Headspace gases)

B

Analyte blank concentration greater than or equal to 20 percent of sample concentration prior to
dilution corrections (Metals)

E

Analyte exceeds calibration curve (Organics/ Headspace gases)

J

Analyte less than PRQL but greater than or equal to MDL (Organics/ Headspace gases)

J

Analyte greater than or equal to IDL but less than 5 times the IDL before dilution correction (Metals)

u

Analyte was not detected and value is reported as the MDL (IDL for Metals)

D

Analyte was quantitated from a secondary dilution , or reduced sample aliquot (Organics/ Headspace
gases)

z

One or more QC samples do not meet acceptance criteria

H

Holding time exceeded

d. 1. Attachment 84-4
The Permittees shall require confirmation of acceptable knowledge characterization
designations at the site, as stated in Section 84-3(b). In addition and prior to notifying a site that
a waste stream can be managed , stored, or disposed at the WIPP facility, the Permittees will
review the Waste Stream Profile Forms, the WIPP Waste Information System (WWIS), and
associated data paekages Characterization Information Summary to ensure that radiography or
visual examination, headspace-gas sampling and analysis data, and homogeneous waste
sampling and analysis data confirm hazardous waste characterization made using acceptable
knowledge. The Permittees shall require all sites to provide all of the required data associated
with waste stream characterization , including summary acceptable knowledge information,
radiography or visual examination , headspace gas sampling and analysis, and homogeneous
waste sampling and analysis results. In addition , sites will designate the assigned hazardous
waste codes for the waste stream on the waste profile form . The WWIS and associated d8t8
paekages Characterization Information Summary will be evaluated as illustrated in Figure 84-2
and compared to the hazardous waste codes specified on the Waste Stream Profile Form . The
Permittees will review information provided by the sites to ensure that additions to hazardous
waste codes are identified and justified based on data and that hazardous waste codes are
included in the Part A of the WIPP permit application. As part of the reconciliation of data quality
objectives (DQOs) (Permit Attachment 83, Section 83-11), sites are required to track and report
changes to hazardous waste characterizations. If data consistently indicates that discrepancies
with acceptable knowledge information were identified at the site level (and were subsequently
reconciled) , the Permittees will require sites to reassess the materials and processes that
generate the waste, and resubmit waste stream profile information and implement their
corrective action system . If the Permittees' review of a Waste Stream Profile Form and
associated waste characterization data reveal nonconformance with acceptable knowledge
requirements as described in Permit Attachment 83 (i.e. project level nonconformance), the
Permittees shall not manage, store, or dispose of the waste stream until corrective action is
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taken as specified in Permit Attachment B3. Repeated nonconformances by a site in
implementing and documenting WAP requirements (Permit Attachment B) will result in the
termination of management, storage, or disposal of the site's waste, waste stream(s), or
summary category group(s), as applicable. Management, storage, or disposal of the subject
waste summary category at WIPP will not resume until the Permittees find that all corrective
actions have been implemented and the site complies with all applicable requirements of the
WAP .

d. 2. Attachment 84 Figure 84-2
A revised copy of Figure B4-2 is included in Attachment B

e. 1. Attachment 86 Table 86-1
Table B6-1

With respect to data generation, are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's waste characterization program meets the following general requirements:
Analytical data packages and Batch Data Reports must be reported accurately in a
pre-approved format, must be maintained in permanent files, and must be traceable?
All data must receive a technical review by another qualified analysts or the technical
supervisor, and the laboratory QA officer?
All raw data must be reviewed and have the release signatures of a technical
supervisor and a QA officer before release?
(Section B-4(a)(4) , B-3) (Section B3-10)

.
.
.

•

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage site's data st1mmal') reports atch
Data Reports are reviewed at the project level and include the following information :
Site name?
B. Program identification?
C. Waste container numbers?
D. Release signatures from the Site Project Manager and the Site Project QA
Officer? and
E.
A concise narrative summarizing the results of the site project level review?

A,.

(Section~ B3-10) (Section B3-12)
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Are procedures in place to ensure that hard copy or electronic dale l't!ICltegesWaste Stream
Profile Form
and Characterization Information Summary will include the following:
•
Ge.er Page .. ill'I Sile "eme , l'regrem ide"lifieelie" , .. esle ee"lei"er "timbers, e"d
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Waste Stream Profile Form :
•
Generator/storage site name
•
Generator/storage site EPA ID
•
Date of audit report approval by NMED (if obtained)
•
Assignment of waste stream description
•
Summary Category Group
•
Waste Matrix Code Group
•
Waste stream name
•
Applicable EPA hazardous waste codes
•
Applicable TRUCON codes
•
Certification signature of SPM, name, title, and date signed
Characterization Information Summary:
•
Data reconciliation with DQOs
•
Cross-reference of container identification numbers to each Batch Data Report
•
Headspace gas summary data listing the identification numbers of samples used in
the statistical reduction , the maximum, standard deviation , UCL90 , RTL, and
associated EPA hazardous waste codes that must be applied to the waste stream
•
TIC listing and evaluation, and verification that AK is confirmed
•
RTR and VE summary to document prohibited items are not present and to confirm

AK
•

AK summary including waste stream name, waste stream number, point of generation ,
waste stream volume, generation dates, TRUCON codes, TWBIR information ,
generating processes, RCRA determinations, and radionuclide information

Are procedures in place to assure that ongoing container characterization results are cross
referenced to Batch Data Reports?
(Section B3-12b(2))
Are procedures in place to ensure that project level reports are compiled into st1mmeri1:ed i" dale
Stimmel") rel'erts st1mmeri1:ed e" e "er .. esle ee"lei"er bHis e"d e" e .. Hie stream bHis i" e
.. Hie stream el'lereeleriHlie" sttmmef') rel'ertCharacterization Information Summaries (Section
B3-12b)
Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage ~ Ssite Pproject Mmanager
completes a WSPF based on the .. esle stream sttmmef') i"fermelie" Batch Data Reports?
(Section B-4a(6)) ( B3-12b(1))
Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage~ Ssite Pproject Mmanager
submits the WSPF to the Permittees for approval along with the accompanying Characterization
Information Summary wa9le deetime"lelie" for that waste stream? (Section B-4a(6)) ( B312b(1 ))
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Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage site maintains records that are
designated as Lifetime Records for the life of the waste characterization program plus six years,
and then offer those records to the Permittees or transferred to the appropriate Federal Records
Center (FRC)? include:
A.
Field sampling data forms,
B.
Field and laboratory COC forms ,
C. Test facility and laboratory Batch Data Reports,
D. Summel') elete peelcegesWaste Stream Characterization Package ,
E. Sampling plans,
F. Data reduction , validation, and reporting documentation ,
G. Acceptable knowledge documentation ,
H. Data reconciliation report , and
I.
Waste Stream Profile Form and Characterization Information Summary
(Section B-4a(7) , Table B-7)

e. 2. Attachment B6 Table B6-3

Table B6-3
Prior to shipment, does the site review Waste Stream Profile Forms, the WWIS, and
associated elete peekeges C3atch Data Reports to ensure that confirmatory analyses verify
hazardous waste characterization from acceptable knowledge?
(Section B4-4)
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ATTACHMENT B
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Table 1 Data Reporting Permit Modification Justification of Specific Changes

Table 1 Data Reporting Permit Modification Justification of Specific Changes

Permit Section

Item

General Justification
Attachment B

Revise B-4a to reflect new reporting level designations

For consistency, reporting Level 1, 2, 3 or Level I, II , Ill have been changed to "data generation
level , "project level," and "Permittee Level," respectively.

Revise B-4b to clarify new reporting level
designations.

For consistency, reporting Level 1, 2, 3 or Level I, II , Ill have been changed to "data generation
level, "project level," and "Permittee Level," respectively .

List of Figures

Delete Figure B-4, Levels of Data Verification

Since the revised text in Section B3-10 clearly discusses the three levels of data verification ,
Figure B-4 is no longer necessary.

Introduction

Revise text to add general reference to:
"Characterization Information Summary" and delete
reference to specific reports.

The use of "Characterization Information Summary" replaces the references to specific reports
that are inconsistent throughout the Permit.

Add paragraph discussing Permittees option to
request additional information, e.g., Waste Stream
Characterization Package.

This change clarifies that it is not necessary to submit large volumes of information with the
Waste Stream Profile Form . If additional information is needed to determine whether the waste
stream can be approved , additional information will be requested . When requested , the
generator/storage site will generate the Waste Stream Characterization Package for that waste
stream . The Waste Stream Characterization Package is generated and submitted only upon
request. Some of the elements that might be required in the package are listed.

B-1c

Revise text to clarify new reporting level designations.

For consistency, reporting Level 1, 2, 3 or Level I, 11 , Ill have been changed to "data generation
level, "project level," and "Permittee Level," respectively.

B-1d

Revise text to include a reference to the appropriate
section for Waste Stream Profile Form and
Characterization Information Summary; delete
itemized information.

The specific contents of the Waste Stream Profile Form and the Characterization Information
Summary should be listed in Attachment B3-12b(1), while only a general discussion and crossreference is appropriate in Attachment B.

Revise text to use " Waste Stream Profile Form" and
"Characterization Information Summary."

Where appropriate, cross-references have been added to the appropriate section that contains
detailed discussion; where appropriate, "Waste Stream Profile Form" and "Characterization
Information Summary" replaces inconsistent references to data records or other titles used for the
same information.

Add paragraph discussing Permittee's option to
request additional information , e.g., Waste Stream
Characterization Package and its contents.

This change clarifies that is not necessary to submit large volumes of information with the Waste
Stream Profile Form . If additional information is needed to determine whether the waste stream
can be approved, the Permittee will request additional information. When requested , the
generator/storage site will provide the Waste Stream Characterization Package. The Waste
Stream Characterization Package is generated and submitted only upon request.

TOC

Permit Section

Item

.

General Justification

B-3

Add "Batch Data Reports" and delete "data reports
and data packages ....

Batch Data Reports are used by the sites to report characterization data . The specific contents of
testing, sampling , and analytical Batch Data Reports have been added to Section B3-10 to
ensure that the generator/storage sites report the appropriate data in a standard format.

B-4

Revise text to clarify new reporting level designations.

For consistency, reporting Level 1, 2, 3 or Level I, 11 , Ill have been changed to "data generation
level, "project level," and "Permittee Level," respectively.

B-4a

Revise text to clarify new reporting level designations.

For consistency, reporting Level 1, 2, 3 or Level I, II , Ill have been changed to "data generation
level, "project level," and "Permittee Level," respectively.

B-4a(4)

Revise text to clarify Batch Data Reports; delete
redundant text regarding the reporting requirements
and audit information.

Batch Data Reports are used by the sites to report characterization data. The specific contents of
testing, sampling, and analytical Batch Data Reports have been added to Section B3-10 to
ensure that the generator/storage sites report the appropriate data in a standard format. The
information discussed in the deleted text is also discussed in other sections of the Permit.

B-4a(5)

Revise text to clarify testing and sampling Batch Data
Reports; delete redundant text regarding the reporting
requirements .

Batch Data Reports are used by the sites to report characterization data. The specific contents of
testing , sampling , and analytical Batch Data Reports have been added to Section B3-10 to
ensure that the generator/storage sites report the appropriate data in a standard format.

Delete redundant text that discusses data verification
at all three reporting levels.

Since Data Verification is discussed generally in Section B4 and specific details are discussed in
Section B3-10, the information discussed in the deleted text is redundant.

Revise text to clarify the use of Batch Data Reports;
delete redundant text regarding the reporting
requirements .

Since the specific details of Data Transmittal are discussed in Section B3-10, the information
discussed in the deleted text is redundant.

Revise text to clarify the use of Characterized
Information Summary and submittal of information via
WWIS.

This change reflects the new terminology for summary information and actual process for the
transmittal of data to the Permittees via the WWIS.

B-4a(7)

Revise text to clarify new reporting level designations.

For.consistency, reporting Level 1, 2, 3 or Level I, 11, Ill have been changed to "data generation
level, "project level," and "Permittee Level," respectively

B-4b

Revise text to clarify new reporting level designations.

For consistency, reporting Level 1, 2, 3 or Level I, II , Ill have been changed to "data generation
level, "project level," and "Permittee Level ," respectively.

B-4b(1)

Revise text to clarify Permittee's Phase 1 verification;
delete redundant text regarding the Waste Stream
Profile Form ; add references to the appropriate
Sections in B3

The revised text reflects the Permittees Phase 1 screening and verification process without
eliminating any requirements ; the deleted information is discussed in other Sections of the Permit.
Appropriate references to the Sections were added.

B-4b(1 )(i)

Revise text to clarify use of the WWIS .

Minor changes to make the text regarding the WWIS clearer.

B-4b(1 )(ii)

Revise text to use "Characterization Information
Summary" in lieu of "data package summaries· and
"data summary report."

For consistency, "Characterization Information Summary" is being used throughout the Permit,
where appropriate, for various references to data packages, data summary reports,
documentation , etc.

B-4a(6)

Permit Section

Item

General Justification

B-4b(2)(vii)

Revise text to use "Characterization Information
Summary" in lieu of "documentation ."

For consistency, "Characterization Information Summary" is being used throughout the Permit,
where appropriate, for various references to data packages, data summary reports ,
documentation , etc.

B-5

Add WWIS User's Manual to List of References.

Update list of references.

Table B-7

Replace "summary data package" with "Waste Stream
Characterization Package."

The term "summary data package" is no longer being used throughout the Permit. The Waste
Stream Characterization Package should be retained as a Lifetime Record .
Attachment B1

B1-4

Delete inconsistent requirements regarding the
management of samples.

Section B3-10 requires that samples not be released until the· Site Project Manager authorizes
such release . The text in B1-4 was inconsistent with this requirement. Therefore, the text in B1-4
was changed .
Attachment B3

TOC

Add new subsections to B3-10, 11 , 12

Add new subsections for reporting levels to Table of Contents.

List ofTables,

Add Table B3-14.

Add Reporting Flags that were relocated from the text to the table.

B3-10

Revise text to add specific contents of Testing,
Sampling , and Analytical Batch Data Reports; add
Tables B3-11 , -12, and -13.

In order to provide the minimum reporting elements for each of the Batch Data Reports, the
specific contents for the testing , sampling and analytical Batch Data Reports are appropriately
listed .

Add statement that "Analytical raw data need not be
included in Batch Data Reports, but it must be
maintained in the project files and be readily available
for review when requested by the Permittees."

Although the analytical raw data must be available upon request, it is not necessary for the
analytical raw data to be included in the Batch Data Reports. The volumes of printed material
generated by analytical software is useful only at the data generation level and to qualified
reviewers. In addition , this will eliminate the need of both voluminous copying and excessive
storage space.

Add "calculation records".

Calculation records are part of the raw data .

Delete text that address "Waste Stream
Characterization Summary Packages."

The use of "Waste Stream Characterization Summary Packages" has been replaced with "Waste
Stream Characterization Package" and is discussed in Section B3-10b(4) and the elements are
listed in B3-12b(3) .

Add subsection numbering for Data Generation Level,
lnde12endent Technical Review, Technical Su12ervisor
Review, and QA Officer Review

The subsection numbering makes Attachment 83 consistent with the rest of the Permit.

Add "(for sampling and analytical labs) ." Revise text
to indicate that analytical raw data must be available
for review, but ii is not required to be included in the
Batch Data Report.

The added parenthetical clarifies that sample identification numbers would include identification
numbers for sampling and analytical labs. Although the raw data must be available upon request ,
it is not necessary for the raw data to be included in the Batch Data Reports. The volumes of
printed material generated by analytical software is useful only at the data generation level and to
qualified reviewers .

B3-10a

Permit Section
B3-10a(1)

Item

General Justification

Add text to reflect the Independent Technical Review
process; delete text containing review of
characterization summary packages and waste stream
characterization summary packages.

The added text clearly describes the responsibilities of the Independent Technical Reviewer;
these reports are not generated until the project level; therefore, they cannot be reviewed at this
lower level. This corrects an inconsistency in the permit.

Move reporting flag indicators from text to Table 8314.

The reporting flag information is easier to read in tabular form and makes the bulleted list of
responsibilities easier to read .

B3-10a(2)

Add text to reflect the Technical Supervisor Review;
delete text containing review of characterization
summary packages and waste stream characterization
summary packages.

The added text clearly describes the responsibilities of the Technical Supervisor; these reports
are not generated until the project level; therefore, they cannot be reviewed at this lower level.
This corrects an inconsistency in the Permit.

B3-10a(3)

Add text to reflect the QA Officer Review; change QA
documentation to Batch Data Reports; delete text
containing review of characterization summary
packages and waste stream characterization summary
packages.

The added text clearly describes the responsibilities of the QA Officer review; the QA
documentation is part of the Batch Data Report; these reports are not generated until the project
level, therefore they cannot be reviewed at this lower level.

B3-10b

Add subsection numbering for Project Level, Site
Project QA Officer, Site Project Manager, Site Project
QA Officer Summary. Data Validation Summary, and
Waste Stream Characterization Package

The subsection numbering makes Attachment 83 consistent with the rest of the Permit.

Relocate requirement to perform the quarterly check of
the data for at lest one container to this location .

This is a project level responsibility and therefore best fits under this section .

83-1 0b(1)

Add text to reflect the Site Project QA Officer data
review, validation, and verification process. Revise
text to reflect the use of Batch Data Reports in lieu of
data summary packages and waste stream
characterization summary packages. Combine last
bullet with 3rd bullet and insert reference to B1-3b(2).

The added text clarifies the Site Project QA Officer's data review, validation, and verification
activities. The use of "Data Summary Reports" has been replaced with "Batch Data Reports" .
The radiography check is part of the QC check. Ensuring that the proper procedures were
followed is the responsibility of the Independent Technical Reviewer and Technical Supervisor.

B3-10b(2)

Add text to reflect the Site Project Manager's data
validation process. Revise text to reflect the use of
Batch Data Reports in lieu of data summary packages
and waste stream characterization summary
packages; delete redundant text regarding the
reporting process.

The added text clarifies the Site Project Manager's validation activities. As discussed in Section
83-10, Batch Data Reports are the appropriate report to be utilized .

Delete the 3rd bullet.

The deleted text is redundant with the compliance requirements for the QAO objectives in the
next bullet.

Relocate requirement to perform the quarterly check of
the data for at lest one container to this location .

This is a project level responsibility and therefore best fits under Section 83-1 Ob.

Permit Section

Item

General Justification

B3-10b(3)

Revise text to reflect Site Project QA Officer's
Summary and Site Project Manager's Data Validation
Summary; also add text to allow these summaries to
be incorporated into the Site Project Manager's and
the Site Project QA Officer's checklists; also add text
that allows the Site Project Manager to decide when
samples are no longer need to be retained .

Incorporation of the Site Project QA Officer's Summary and Data Validation Summary into the
Site Project QA Officer's and Site Project Manager's checklists is acceptable. The Site Project
Manager has discretion to decide when samples no longer need to be retained in order to free up
storage space and equipment, although s/he releases samples at the risk of possible resampling .

B3-10b(4)

Add paragraph to discuss the preparation of the Waste
Stream Characterization Package when requested.

If additional information is needed to determine whether the waste stream can be approved ,
additional information will be requested. The Site Project Manager can request assistance from
the data generation level.

B3-10c

Add subsection for Permittee Level of data verification;
and revise text to discuss the verification process;
delete redundant, bulleted information regarding the
data summary reports .

The use of "Data Summary Reports" has been replaced with "Batch Data Reports", which are
discussed in detail in Section B3-10.

Add text regarding Permittee's initial Waste Stream
Profile Form approval and subsequent verification via
WWIS; add bulleted list of elements that need
verification.

Permittees will approve the Waste Stream Profile Form by verifying compliance with the minimum
reporting elements (bulleted list). After the initial Waste Stream Profile Form approval , Permittees
will verify compliance of new containers via the WWIS .

B3-11a

Add subsection numbering ; add "(as a QC check on
radiography)" ; add text regarding data reconciliation
for shipments after the initial reconciliation of the
Waste Stream Profile Form .

The subsection numbering makes Attachment B3 consistent with the rest of the Permit. The
added parenthetical clarifies that VE is a QC check on radiography. The added text clarifies the
reconciliation process at the project level for subsequent changes.

B3-11 b

Revise text to reflect reconciliation at the Permittee's
level via the WSPF and Audit and Surveillance
Program; delete redundant text regarding sufficient
data collection and reference Section B-4a(1) instead.

The added text reflects how Permittees verify WAP DQOs have been met; deletion of the bulleted
list and referring to Section B-4a(1) will eliminate possible inconsistencies and redundant text.

B3-12a

Add subsection number for Data Generation Level

The addition of subsections makes this section consistent with the rest of the WAP; the text
revision now reflects the correct report titles.

B3-12b

Add subsections for Site Project Level, Waste Stream
Profile Form and Characterization Information
Summa!Y, Waste Stream Characterization Package,
and WWIS; Revise text and delete redundant bullets.

The addition of subsections makes this section consistent with the rest of the WAP; the text
revision now reflects the correct report titles.

B3-12b(1)

Add text to specify the contents of the Waste Stream
Profile Form and Characterization Information
Summary.

The added text provides the information required in both the Waste Stream Profile Form and the
Characterization Information Summary. The revised text clears up the confusion in the original
WAP as to what elements are reported in the Waste Stream Profile Form and the accompanying
Characterization Information Package. Assures that generator/storage site maintains a cross
reference of containers with their associated Batch Data Reports.

Permit Section

Item

General Justification

B3-12b(2)

Add text to clarify the contents of the Waste Stream
Characterization Package.

The added text provides the information required the Waste Stream Characterization Package.

B3-12b(3)

Add reference for WWIS Users Manual as source of
data field dictionary.

The current definitions for the WWIS data fields is the Users manual. A reference to this manual
was added .

B3-16

Add WWIS Users Manual to List of References; delete
Methods Manual from List of References.

Include the WWIS User's Manual that contains the required fields and format for reporting data
via the WWIS; delete the Transuranic Waste Characterization Sampling and Analysis Methods
Manual that was canceled when the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit became effective on
November 26, 1999.

Table B3-11

Add table to define the reporting requirements for a
Testing Batch Data Report

Reporting requirements are moved form the text to a table to provide a concise listing.

Table B3-12

Add table to define the reporting requirements for a
Sampling Batch Data Report

Reporting requirements are moved form the text to a table to provide a concise listing.

Table B3-13

Add table to define the reporting requirements for an
Analytical Batch Data Report

Reporting requirements are moved form the text to a table to provide a concise listing .

Table 3-14

Add table to include the Reporting Flag Indicators that
were previously in B3-10.

The new table relocates the information from the text in B3-1 0a(1 ). This information is more
readable in a tabular format.
ATTACHMENT B4

B4-4

Change "data packages" to "Characterization
Information Summary" .

The change to Characterization Information Summary reflects changes made in Attachments B
and B3.

B4

Add Figure B4-2, Confirmation of Acceptable
Knowledge.

Figure B4-2 was revised to replace "data packages" with "Batch Data Report" for consistency with
Attachments Band B3.
ATTACHMENT B6

86

Make changes to B6 checklists.

The changes are consistent with reporting changes made in Attachments B and B3 .

Table 2 Data Management Report Summary

Table 2
Data Management Report Summary
No.

Existing Report
Title

Level
Generated

1

Waste Stream
Profile Form

Project Level

2

Data Summary
Report
B-4b(1)

3

4

5

6

No.

Revised Report
Title

Comments

1

Waste Stream
Profile Form

Identification of the contents has been moved
from Attachment B to Attachment B3, Section
B3-12b(1). An example Waste Stream Profile
Form is found in Figure B-1 .

Project Level

2

Characterization
Information
Summary

Submitted with the Waste Stream Profile
Form. Identification of the contents are added
to Section B3-12b(1 ).

Data
Generation
Level

3

Batch Data
Reports
-Testing
- Sampling
- Analytical

Deleted the requirement that analytical raw
data be included in Batch Data Reports.
Analytical raw data must be available for
review if requested by the SPO, Permittees, or
NMED.

Waste Stream
Characterization
Summary Report
Introduction, B-4,
B3-10c
Waste Stream
Characterization
Summary Package
B-4a(6), B-4b(1),
B3-10c
Waste Stream
Characterization
Summary Report
Package
B-4b(1)
Waste Stream
Characterization
Summary Package
Report
B-4a-5

7

Batch Data
Reports
- Testing
- Sampling
- Analytical

Identification of the contents of each type of
Batch Data Report is added to B3-10 and
Tables B3-11 , -12, and-13

8
Data Summary
Report
B3-10c

9

Waste Stream
Characterization
Summary Package
B3-10

Project Level

4

Waste Stream
Characterization
Package

This report was not the same in B3-10 as when
referenced in B-4a(6), B4b(1), and B3-10c. In
this section it referred to the Waste Stream
Characterization Package rather than the
Characterization Information Summary that is
submitted with the Waste Stream Profile Form .

10

Data Validation
Summary

Project Level

5

Data Validation
Summary

Contents discussed in B3-10b(3).

11

Site Project QA
Officer Summary

Project Level

6

Site Project QA
Officer Summary

Contents discussed in B3-10b(3).

Revised Figure B-1
Waste Stream Profile Form (Example)

Page 1 of 2
WIPP WASTE STREAM PROFILE FORM
Waste Stream Profile Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Generator Site Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Technical contact:
Generator Site EPA ID: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Technical Contact phone number: _ _ _ _ __
Date of audit report approval by NMED: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title, version number, and date of documents used for WAP certification :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Did your facility generate this waste? • Yes • No
If no, provide the name and EPA ID of the original generator:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WIPP ID:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Summary Category Group: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Waste Matrix Code Group:
Waste Stream Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Description from the WTWBIR: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Defense Waste: • Yes • No Check one: • CH • RH
Number of SWBs_ _ _ _~~Number of Drums_ _ _ _ _~Number of Canisters _ _ _ __
Data peekege Batch Data Report numbers supporting this waste stream characterization :
List applicable EPA Hazardous Waste Codes<2>_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Applicable TRUCON Content Codes:
Acceptable Knowledge lnformation11 >

[For the following, enter supporting the documentation used (i.e., references and dates)]
Required Program Information

• Map of site: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • Facility mission description: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Description of operations that generate waste_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Waste identification/categorization schemes: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Types and quantities of waste generated:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Correlation of waste streams generated from the same building and process, as appropriate:_ _ __
• Waste certification procedures:
Required Waste Stream Information

• Area(s) and building(s) from which the waste stream was generated:
• Waste stream volume and time period of generation:
• Waste generating process description for each building :
• Process flow diagrams: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Material inputs or other information identifying chemical/radionuclide content and physical waste form :
• Which Defense Activity generated the waste: (check one)
• Weapons activities including defense inertial confinement fusion
• Naval Reactors development
• Verification and control technology
• Defense Research and development
• Defense nuclear waste and material by products management
• Defense nuclear materials production
• Defense nuclear waste and materials security and safeguards and security investigations
Figure B-1 (Example only)
WIPP Waste Stream Profile Form

Page 2 of 2
Waste Stream Profile Form
Supplemental Documentation
Process design documents: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Standard operating procedures:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Safety Analysis Reports: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Waste packaging logs: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Test plans/research project reports: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Site data bases: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Information from site personnel: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Standard industry documents:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Previous analytical data:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Material safety data sheets:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sampling and analysis data from comparable/surrogate waste:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Laboratory notebooks: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sampling and Analysis lnformation( 2 >

[For the following, when applicable, enter procedure title(s), number(s), and date(s)]
Radiography: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Visual examination :
---------------------------Headspace Gas Analysis
voes:
----------------------------FI am ma bIe: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other gases (specify): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Homogeneous Solids/Soils/Gravel Sample Analysis
Total metals: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PCBs_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
voes: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Nonhalogenated voes:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Semi-VOCs: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other (specify): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Waste Stream Profile Form certification:

I hereby certify that I have reviewed the information in this Waste Stream Profile Form, and it is complete
and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I understand that this information will be made available to
regulatory agencies and that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the
possibility of fines and imprisonment for knowing violations.

Signature of Site Project Manager
NOTE:

Printed Name and Title

Date

(1) Use back of sheet or continuation sheets, if required.
(2) If radiography, visual examination, headspace gas analysis, and/or homogeneous
solids/soils/gravel sample analysis were used to determine EPA Hazardous Waste
Codes, attach signed summef) reports Characterization Information Summary
documenting this determination.
Figure B-1 (Example only)
WIPP Waste Stream Profile Form
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Figure B4-2
Confirmation of Acceptable Knowledge
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